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GENERIC NEWTON POLYGON FOR EXPONENTIAL SUMS IN TWO
VARIABLES WITH TRIANGULAR BASE
RUFEI REN
Abstract. Let p be a prime number. Every two-variable polynomial fpx1, x2q over a finite field of
characteristic p defines an Artin–Schreier–Witt tower of surfaces whose Galois group is isomorphic
to Zp. Our goal of this paper is to study the Newton polygon of the L-functions associated to a
finite character of Zp and a generic polynomial whose convex hull is a fixed triangle ∆. We denote
this polygon by GNPp∆q. We prove a lower bound of GNPp∆q, which we call the improved Hodge
polygon IHPp∆q, and we conjecture that GNPp∆q and IHPp∆q are the same. We show that if
GNPp∆q and IHPp∆q coincide at a certain point, then they coincide at infinitely many points.
When ∆ is an isosceles right triangle with vertices p0, 0q, p0, dq and pd, 0q such that d is not
divisible by p and that the residue of p modulo d is small relative to d, we prove that GNPp∆q and
IHPp∆q coincide at infinitely many points. As a corollary, we deduce that the slopes of GNPp∆q
roughly form an arithmetic progression with increasing multiplicities.
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1. Introduction
We shall state our main results and their motivation after recalling the notion of L-
functions for Witt coverings. Let p be a prime number. Let
fpx1, x2q :“
ÿ
PPZ2ě0
aPx
Px
1 x
Py
2
be a two-variable polynomial in Fprx1, x2s and write
fˆpx1, x2q :“
ÿ
PPZ2ě0
aˆPx
Px
1 x
Py
2
for its Teichmu¨ller lift, where aˆP denotes the Teichmu¨ller lift of aP . We use Fppfq to denote
the extension of Fp generated by all coefficients of f and set npfq :“ rFppfq : Fps. The
convex hull of the set of points p0, 0q Y
 
P | aP ‰ 0
(
is called the polytope of f and denoted
by ∆f .
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Let pGmq
2 be the two-dimensional torus over Fpnpfq. The main subject of our study is
the L-function associated to finite characters χ : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p of conductor p
mχ given by
L˚f pχ, sq :“
ź
xP|pGmq2|
1
1´ χ
`
TrQ
pnpfqdegpxq
{Qppfˆpxˆqq
˘
sdegpxq
,
where |pGmq
2| is the set of closed points of pGmq
2 and xˆ is the Teichmu¨ller lift of a closed
point x in pGmq
2. The characteristic power series C˚f pχ, sq is a product of reciprocals of
L-functions:
(1.1) C˚f pχ, sq “
8ź
j“0
L˚f pχ, p
jnpfqsq´pj`1q.
We can alternatively express L˚f pχ, sq in terms of C
˚
f pχ, sq as
L˚f pχ, sq “
´C˚f pχ, sqC˚f pχ, p2npfqsq
C˚f pχ, p
npfqsq2
¯´1
.
Therefore, C˚f pχ, sq and L
˚
f pχ, sq determine each other.
Definition 1.1. From [LWei], we know that
L˚f pχ, sq
´1 :“
2p2pmχ´1qAreap∆f qÿ
i“0
vis
i
is a polynomial of degree 2p2pmχ´1qAreap∆f q in Zprζpmχ srss, where ζpmχ is a primitive p
mχ-
th root of unity. We call the lower convex hull of the set of points
`
i, pmχ´1pp´1qvpnpfqpviq
˘
the normalized Newton polygon of L˚f pχ, sq
´1, which is denoted by NPpf, χqL´1 . Here,
vpnpfqp´q is the p-adic valuation normalized so that vpnpfqpp
npfqq “ 1. Similarly, we write
NPpf, χqC for the normalized Newton polygon of C
˚
f pχ, sq.
In [DWX], Davis, Wan and Xiao studied the p-adic Newton slopes of L˚f pχ, sq when
fpxq is a one-variable polynomial whose degree d is coprime to p. They concluded that, for
each character χ : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p of relatively large conductor, NPpf, χqL´1 depends only on its
conductor. We briefly introduce their proof as follows.
They proved a lower bound of NPpf, χqC when χ is the so-called universal character
and an upper bound by the Poincare´ duality of roots of L˚f pχ1, sq for a particular character
χ1 of conductor p. The lower bound is called the Hodge polygon in their paper. Then they
verified that the upper bound coincides with the lower bound at x “ kd for any non-negative
integer k. Since the Newton polygon of C˚f pχ, sq is confined between these two bounds, it
also passes through their intersections. See more details in [DWX].
We also mention here that the aforementioned proof strongly inspired the proof of
spectral halo conjecture by Liu, Wan, and Xiao in [LWX]; we refer to [RWXY] for the
discussion on the analogy of the two proofs. Motivated by the attempt of extending spectral
halo type results beyond the case of modular forms, it is natural to ask whether one can
generalize the main results of [DWX] to more general cases of exponential sums and Artin–
Schreier–Witt towers. For example, in a joint work with Wan, Xiao, and Yu, we examined
the case when the Galois group of the Artin–Schreier–Witt tower is canonically isomorphic
to Zpℓ.
In this paper, we mainly deal with the generic Newton polygon of L-functions for two-
variable polynomials. We want to apply the methods in [DWX] to this case. Therefore,
it is crucial for us to give a lower bound and an upper bound for C˚f pχ, sq. However, the
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Hodge polygon provided by Liu and Wan in [LWan] is no longer optimal, and is in general
strictly lower than the upper bound we obtain by Poincare duality. Our main contribution
in this paper is to find an improved lower bound for NPpf, χqC , which we call the improved
Hodge bound IHPp∆q. We conjecture that our improved Hodge polygon is optimal, and is
equal to the generic Newton polygon, that is the lowest Newton polygon for all polynomials
f with the same convex hull.
When ∆f is an isosceles right triangle with vertices p0, 0q, pd, 0q and p0, dq, we will
give an equivalent condition to verify the coincidence of improved Hodge polygon with the
Newton polygon (at infinitely many points), and we will show that this condition is met for
a generic polynomial with convex hull ∆f .
We now turn to stating our main results more rigorously.
Notation 1.2. For a two-dimensional convex polytope ∆ which contains p0, 0q, we denote
its cone by
Conep∆q :“
!
P P R2
ˇˇ
kP P ∆ for some k ą 0
)
,
and put
Mp∆q :“ Conep∆q X Z2
to be the set of lattice points in Conep∆q.
Moreover, we write Tkp∆q (resp. T
1
kp∆q) for the set consisting of all points in Mp∆q
with weight w (See Definition 2.12) strictly less than k (resp. less than or equal to k), and
denote its cardinality by xkp∆q (resp. x
1
kp∆q).
Notation 1.3. For integers a and b, we denote by a%b the residue of a modulo b.
Definition 1.4. The generic Newton polygon of ∆ is defined by
GNPp∆q :“ inf
χ:Zp{pmχZpÑC
ˆ
p
∆f“∆
´
NPpf, χqL´1
¯
,
where χ : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p runs over all finite characters, and f runs over all polynomials in
Fprx1, x2s such that ∆f “ ∆. The following are our main results.
Theorem 1.5. Let ∆ be a right isosceles triangle with vertices p0, 0q, p0, dq, pd, 0q, where
d is a positive integer not divisible by p. Let p0 be the residue of p modulo d. Suppose
d ě 24p2p20`p0q. Then the generic Newton polygon GNPp∆q passes through points pxkp∆q`
i, hkp∆q ` kiq for any k ě 0 and 0 ď i ď kd` 1, where
xkp∆q “
pkd` 1qkd
2
and hkp∆q “
pp´ 1qpk ´ 1qkpk ` 1qd2
3
` k
ÿ
PPT1p∆q
tpwpP qu.
The points pxk, hkp∆qq are vertices for the improved Hodge polygon IHPp∆q (see Def-
inition 2.18 and Proposition 3.16). So the essential content of the proof is to show that
the generic Newton polygon GNPp∆q also passes through these points. The proof of Theo-
rem 1.5 consists of two parts: first we show that, for a fixed polynomial f with convex hull
∆f , if IHPp∆q coincides with the corresponding Newton polygon NPpf, χ1qC at x1, then
these two polygons agree at all points x “ xkp∆q ` i for k ě 1 and 0 ď i ď kd ` 1. This
is proved in Theorem 3.1, which in fact holds with less constraints on ∆. Next, we prove
that, for a generic polynomial f , NPpf, χ1qC agrees with IHPp∆q at x “ x1p∆q. For this,
we look at the leading term of rv
x1p∆q for the universal polynomial funiv with convex hull ∆
and show that this term is non-zero when d ě 24p2p20 ` p0q. This is proved in Theorem 4.2,
which in fact holds under a weaker condition on p0.
From [LWei, Theorem 1.4], for a finite character χ of conductor pmχ , we know that
L˚f pχ, sq
´1 has degree of p2pmχ´1qd2.
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Theorem 1.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5, if we put pα1, . . . , αp2pmχ´1qd2q to be
the sequence of pnpfq-adic Newton slopes of L˚f pχ, sq
´1 (in non-decreasing order), then for
first p
2pmχ´1qd2`ppmχ´1qd
2 -th slopes we have$’’&’’%
α
x
1
i`1
, . . . , α
xi`1 P p
i
pm´1
, i`1
pmχ´1
q for i “ 0, 1, . . . , pmχ´1 ´ 1,
α
xi`1, . . . , αx1i “
i
pmχ´1
for i “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , pmχ´1 ´ 1,
α
x
p
mχ´1`1, . . . , αx1
p
mχ´1
´2 “ 1.
In fact, points pxkp∆q, hpTkqq are vertices of the improved Hodge polygon (see Defini-
tion 2.18 and Proposition 3.16).
We do not know if Theorem 1.5 still holds for polytopes which are not right isosceles
triangle. However, for an arbitrary multi-variable polynomial f in Fprxs, we are still able
to get an improved Hodge polygon for NPpf, χq. Especially, when f is a two-variable
polynomial, it is expected that the slopes of the improved Hodge polygon form certain
generalized arithmetic progression. We plan to address this in a forthcoming paper.”
The Newton polygon for exponential sums was explicitly computed in the “ordinary”
case by Adolphson–Sperber [AS], Berndt–Evans [BE], and Wan [W] in many special cases,
and in general (namely the T -adic setup) by Liu–Wan [LWan]. For the ∆ we considered in
Theorem 1.5, the ordinary condition amounts to requiring p ” 1 pmod dq. Blache, Ferard,
and Zhu in [BFZ] proved a lower bound for the Newton polygon of one-variable Laurent
polynomial over Fq of degree pd1, d2q, which is called a Hodge-Stickelberger polygon. They
also showed that when p approaches to infinite, the Newton polygon coincides the Hodge-
Stickelberger polygon.
Going beyond the ordinary case, there has been many researches on understanding
the generic Newton polygon of Lf pχ, sq when f is a polynomial of a single variable. The
first results are due to Zhu [Z1] and Scholten–Zhu [SZ], when p is large enough. In [BF],
Blache and Ferard worked on the generic Newton polygon associated to characters of large
conductors. In [OY], Ouyang and Yang studied the one-variable polynomial fpxq “ xd`a1x.
A similar result can be found in [OZ], where Ouyang and Zhang studied the family of
polynomials of the form fpxq “ xd ` ad´1x
d´1.
Our Theorem 1.5 maybe considered as the first step beyond the ordinary case when the
base polynomial is multivariable. A similar result is obtained by Zhu in [Z2] independently
which shows that GNPp∆f q and IHPp∆f q coincide for characters of Zp of conductor p.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank his advisor Liang Xiao for the extra-
ordinary support in this paper and also thank Douglass Haessig, Hui June Zhu, and Daqing
Wan for helpful discussion.
2. Dwork trace formula
Let p be an odd prime and let fpx1, x2q :“
ř
PPZ2ě0
aPx
Px
1 x
Py
2 be a two-variable polyno-
mial in Fprx1, x2s. Denote Fppfq to be the finite field generated by the coefficients of f , which
we call the coefficient field of f . The convex hull of the set of points tp0, 0quY
 
P | aP ‰ 0
(
is called the polytope of f and denoted by ∆f .
Our discussion will focus on a fixed f until Proposition 4.4. We put Fq “ Fppfq and n “
rFq : Fps. Let aˆP P Zq be the Teichmu¨ller lift of aP . We call fˆpx1, x2q :“
ř
PPZ2ě0
aˆPx
Px
1 x
Py
2
the Teichmu¨ller lift of fpxq.
For convenience, we put vpp´q (resp. vqp´q) be the p-adic valuation normalized so that
vpppq “ 1 (resp. vqpqq “ 1).
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2.1. T -adic exponential sums.
Notation 2.1. We recall that the Artin–Hasse exponential series is defined by
(2.1) Epπq “ exp
` 8ÿ
i“0
πp
i
pi
˘
“
ź
p∤i, iě1
`
1´ πi
˘´µpiq{i
P 1` π ` π2Zprrπss.
Putting Epπq “ T ` 1 gives an isomorphism ZpJπK – ZpJT K.
Definition 2.2. For each power series in ZqJT K, say gpT q, we define its T -adic valuation
as the largest k such that g P T kZqJT K and denote it by vT pgq.
Definition 2.3. For each k ě 1, the T -adic exponential sum of f over Fˆ
qk
is
S˚f pk, T q :“
ÿ
px1,x2qPpF
ˆ
qk
q2
p1` T q
TrQ
qk
{Qppfˆpxˆ1,xˆ2qq P ZprrT ss.
Definition 2.4. The T -adic L-function of f is defined by
L˚f pT, sq “ exp
´ 8ÿ
k“1
S˚f pk, T q
sk
k
¯
and its corresponding T -adic characteristic power series is defined by
C˚f pT, sq :“ exp
´ 8ÿ
k“1
´pqk ´ 1q´2S˚f pk, T q
sk
k
¯
(2.2)
“
8ÿ
k“0
ukpT qs
k P ZpJT.sK,
We put ukpT q “ uk,jT
j P ZprrT ss.
Moreover, they determine each other by relations:
(2.3) C˚f pT, sq “
´ 8ź
j“0
L˚f pT, q
jsqj`1
¯´1
and
(2.4) L˚f pT, sq “
´C˚f pT, sqC˚f pT, q2sq
C˚f pT, qsq
2
¯´1
.
It is clear that for a finite character χ : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p , we have
L˚f pχ, sq “ L
˚
f pT, sq
ˇˇ
T“χp1q´1
and C˚f pχ, sq “ C
˚
f pT, sq
ˇˇ
T“χp1q´1
,
where L˚f pχ, sq and C
˚
f pχ, sq are defined in the introduction.
Notation 2.5. Recall that we put Epπq “ T ` 1. We put
Ef px1, x2q :“
ź
PPZ2ě0
EpaˆPπx
Px
1 x
Py
2 q
“
ÿ
PPZ2ě0
eP pT qx
Px
1 x
Py
2 P ZqJT KJx1, x2K.
(2.5)
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2.2. Dwork’s trace formula. Recall that ∆f is the convex hull of fpx1, x2q and Mp∆f q
is defined in Notation 1.2 as a set consisting of all the lattice points in the Conep∆f q. Let
D be the smallest positive integer such that wpMp∆f qq Ă
1
D
Z.
Definition 2.6. We fix a D-th root T 1{D of T. Define
B “
! ÿ
PPMp∆f q
bP pT
1{Dx1q
PxpT 1{Dx2q
Py
ˇˇˇ
bP P ZqJT
1{DK, vT pbP q Ñ `8,when wpP q Ñ 8
)
.
Let ψp denote the operator on B such that
ψp
´ ÿ
PPMp∆f q
bPx
Px
1 x
Py
2
¯
:“
ÿ
PPMp∆f q
bppP qx
Px
1 x
Py
2 .
Recall that n “ rFq : Fps.
Definition 2.7. Define
(2.6) ψ :“ σ´1Frob ˝ ψp ˝Ef px1, x2q : B ÝÑ B,
and its n-th iterate
ψn “ ψnp ˝
n´1ź
i“0
E
σi
Frob
f px
pi
1 , x
pi
2 q,
where σFrob represents the arithmetic Frobenius acting on the coefficients, and for any g P B
we have Ef px1, x2qpgq :“ Ef px1, x2q ¨ g .
One can easily check that
ψp ˝ Ef px1, x2q
`
xPx1 x
Py
2
˘
“
ÿ
QPMp∆f q
epQ´P pT qx
Qx
1 x
Qy
2 ,
where epQ´P pT q is defined in (2.5).
Theorem 2.8 (Dwork Trace Formula). For every integer k ą 0, we have
pqk ´ 1q´2S˚f pk, πq “ TrB{Zqrrπss
`
ψnk
˘
.
Proof. This was proved by [LWei, Lemma 4.7]. 
One can see [W] for a a thorough treatment of the universal Dwork trace formula.
Proposition 2.9 (Analytic trace formula). The theorem above has an equivalent multi-
plicative form:
C˚f pT, sq “ det
`
I ´ sψn | B{Zqrrπss
˘
.(2.7)
Proof. Also see [LWei, Theorem 4.8]. 
Definition 2.10. The normalized Newton polygon of C˚f pT, sq, denoted by NPpf, T qC , is
the lower convex hull of the set of points
!´
i,
vT puiq
n
¯)
.
Notation 2.11. In this paper, we fix ∆ to be a triangle with vertices at p0, 0q, P1 :“ pa1, b1q
and P2 :“ pa2, b2q.
Definition 2.12. For each lattice point P in Z2, assume that Q is the intersection of the
lines OP and P1P2. Then we call
wpP q :“
ÝÝÑ
OP
ÝÝÑ
OQ
the weight of P .
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The weight function w is linear, i.e. Any two points P and Q in Z2ě0 satisfy
(2.8) wpP `Qq “ wpP q ` wpQq.
Equality (2.8) does not always hold for a general polytope.
We shall frequently work with multisets, i.e. sets of possibly repeating elements. They
are often marked by a superscript star to be distinguished from regular sets, e.g. S‹. The
disjoint union of two multiset S‹ and S1‹ is denoted by S‹ Z S1‹ as a multiset.
Definition 2.13. Let S be a subset of Mp∆q. Then we write S‹m (resp. S‹8) for the union
of m (resp. countably infinite) copies of S as a multiset.
Notation 2.14. For any sets S‹1 and S
‹
2 in Mp∆q
‹8 of the same cardinality, we denote by
IsopS‹1,S
‹
2q the set of all bijections (as multisets) from S
‹
1 to S
‹
2. When S
‹
1 “ S
‹
2 “ S
‹, we
denote IsopS‹q :“ IsopS‹,S‹q.
Definition 2.15. For a bijection τ in IsopS‹1,S
‹
2q, we define
(2.9) hpS‹1,S
‹
2, τq :“
ÿ
PPS‹1
P
wppτpP q ´ P q
T
.
For any submultiset S11
‹ of S‹1, we write τ |S11
‹ for the restriction of τ to S11
‹. Moreover,
the minimum of hpS‹1,S
‹
2, τq is denoted by
(2.10) hpS‹1,S
‹
2q :“ min
τPIsopS‹1,S
‹
2q
phpS‹1,S
‹
2, τqq,
where τ varies among all bijections from S‹1 to S
‹
2.
Definition 2.16. We call a bijection from S‹1 to S
‹
2 minimal, if it reaches the minimum in
(2.10). When S‹1 “ S
‹
2, we call it a minimal permutation of S
‹ and abbreviate hpS‹,S‹, ‚q
(resp. hpS‹,S‹q) to hpS‹, ‚q (resp. hpS‹q).
Remark 2.17. If S‹i for i “ 1, 2 belongs Mp∆q, we suppress the star from the notation.
Definition 2.18. The improved Hodge polygon of ∆, denoted by IHPp∆q, is the lower
convex hull of the set of points
!ˆ
ℓ, min
S‹PMℓpnq
hpS‹q
n
˙)
, where Mℓpnq represents for the set
consisting of all multi-subsets of Mp∆q‹n of cardinality nℓ, note Mℓp1q “ Mℓ.
we shall prove in Proposition 3.16 later that
min
S‹PMℓpnq
hpS‹q “ n ¨ min
SPMℓ
hpSq,
and hence the IHPp∆q is independent of n. In particular, IHPp∆q is the convex hull of the
set of points ˆ
ℓ, min
SPMℓ
hpSq
˙
.
Notation 2.19. We denote by „
m0 m1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mℓ´1
n0 n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ nℓ´1

M
the ℓ ˆ ℓ-submatrix formed by elements of a matrix M whose row indices belong to
tm0,m1, . . . ,mℓ´1u and whose column indices belong to tn0, n1, . . . , nℓ´1u.
Put ∆f “ ∆. Recall that we define T
1
1 in Notation 1.2.
Lemma 2.20. We have eOpT q “ 1 and vT peQpT qq ě
P
wpQq
T
for all Q PMp∆q.
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Proof. (1) It follows from the definition of eOpT q in (2.5).
(2) Let
Spfq :“ tP P T11 | aP ‰ 0u “ tQ1, Q2, . . . , Qtu,
where taP u is the set of coefficients of fpx1, x2q and t is the cardinality of Spfq.
Expanding each EpaˆQiπx
pQiqx
1 x
pQiqy
2 q to be a power series in variables x1 and x2, we get
Ef px1, x2q “
tź
i“1
EpaˆQiπx
pQiqx
1 x
pQiqy
2 q “
ÿ
~jPZtě0
c~j
tź
i“1
paˆQiπx
pQiqx
1 x
pQiqy
2 q
ji ,
where taˆP u is the set of coefficients of fˆpx1, x2q and c~j belongs to Zq.
It is not hard to get that
eQpT q “
ÿ!
~j
ˇˇˇ
tř
i“1
jiQi“Q
) c~j
tź
i“1
paˆQiπq
ji
“
ÿ!
~j
ˇˇˇ
tř
i“1
jiQi“Q
)´c~j
tź
i“1
paˆQiq
jiπ
tř
i“1
ji
¯
.
Since wpQiq ď 1 for each Qi P Spfq, then for each ~j such that
tř
i“1
jiQi “ Q, we have
vT
´
c~j
tź
i“1
paˆQiq
jiπ
tř
i“1
ji
¯
“
tÿ
i“1
ji ě
tÿ
i“1
jiwpQiq “ wpQq,
where T “ Epπq ´ 1. Therefore, we immediately get that vT peQpT qq ě wpQq. Since
vT peQpT qq is an integer, we have
vT peQpT qq ě
P
wpQq
T
. 
Notation 2.21. We label points in Mp∆q such that Mp∆q “ tP1, P2, . . . u.
Proposition 2.22. The normalized Newton polygon NPpf, T qC lies above IHPp∆f q.
Proof. We write N for the standard matrix of ψp ˝ Ef corresponding to the basis
tx
pP1qx
1 x
pP1qy
2 , x
pP2qx
1 x
pP2qy
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ u
of the Banach space B. By [RWXY, Corollary 3.9], we know that the standard matrix of ψn
corresponding to the same basis is equal to σn´1FrobpNq ˝ σ
n´2
FrobpNq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝N. Then by [RWXY,
Proposition 4.6], for every ℓ P N we have
uℓpT q “
ÿ
tPm0,0 ,Pm0,1 ,...,Pm0,ℓ´1uPMℓ
tPm1,0 ,Pm1,1 ,...,Pm1,ℓ´1uPMℓ
...
tPmn´1,0 ,Pmn´1,1 ,...,Pmn´1,ℓ´1uPMℓ
det
ˆ n´1ź
j“0
„
mj`1,0 mj`1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mj`1,ℓ´1
mj,0 mj,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mj,ℓ´1

σ
j
Frob
pNq
˙
,
(2.11)
where mn,i :“ m0,i for each 0 ď i ď ℓ´ 1.
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Then for Sj “ tPmj,0 , Pmj,1 , . . . , Pmj,ℓ´1u, we have
vT
´
det
` n´1ź
j“0
„
mj`1,0 mj`1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mj`1,ℓ´1
mj,0 mj,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mj,ℓ´1

σ
j
Frob
pNq
˘¯
“vT
´ n´1ź
j“0
ÿ
τj“IsopSj`1,Sjq
sgnpτjq
ź
PPSj`1
σ
j
FrobpepτjpP q´P q
¯
ě
n´1ÿ
j“0
hpSj`1,Sjq
ěhp
n´1ě
j“0
S‹jq,
(2.12)
where Sn “ S0. Therefore, it is easily seen that
(2.13) vT puℓpT qq ě min
S‹PMℓpnq
hpS‹q.
3. Improved Hodge polygon for a triangle ∆
Recall that ∆ is a triangle with vertices p0, 0q, P1 :“ pa1, b1q and P2 :“ pa2, b2q and as
we defined in Notation 1.2, xk “ xkp∆q (resp. x
1
k “ x
1
kp∆q) is the number of lattice points
in Mp∆q whose weight is strictly less than (resp. less than or equal to) k. For the rest of
this paper, we restrict p to be a prime satisfying
p ∤ a2b1 ´ a1b2 and p ą
2pb1a2 ´ b2a1q
gcdpa1 ´ a2, b1 ´ b2q
` 1.
The goal of this section is to show that if NPpf, χqC (See Definition 1.1) and IHPp∆q coincide
at a certain point, then they will coincide at infinitely many points. More precisely, we have
the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let fpx1, x2q be a two-variable polynomial with convex hull ∆. Suppose
that there exists a nontrivial finite character χ1 : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p and an integer k1 ą 0 such that
NPpf, χ1qC coincides with IHPp∆q at x “ xk1 . Then for any finite character χ and positive
integer k, IHPp∆q and NPpf, χqC coincide at xk ` ik for all 0 ď ik ď x
1
k ´ xk.
Moreover, the leading coefficients u
xk,nhpTkq presp. ux1k,nhpT
1
k
qq of the xk-th presp. x
1
k-thq
terms of the characteristic power series (see (2.2) for precise definition) are Zp-units.
The proof of this theorem will occupy the rest of this section.
Notation 3.2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that a2b1´a1b2 ą 0. We call the
parallelogram with vertices O,P1,P2 and P1`P2 (excluding the upper and right sides) the
fundamental parallelogram of ∆, and denote it by ∆, i.e. the shadow region in Figure 1.
We put Int∆ to be the set of lattice points in ∆, which contains a2b1 ´ a1b2 points.
Let Λ be the lattice generated by P1 and P2. For each point P in Conep∆q, we write P%
for its residue in ∆ modulo Λ.
Lemma 3.3. The map
η : Int∆ Ñ 
Int
∆
P ÞÑ ppP q%
is a permutation.
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x
y
P2 :“ pa2,b2q
P1 :“ pa1,b1q
Figure 1. The fundamental parallelogram.
Proof. since p and a2b1´a1b2 are coprime, there exist integers p
1 and n1 such that pp
1´1 “
pa2b1 ´ a1b2qn1. For a point P “ pPx, Pyq, we have
ppp1 ´ 1qP “ n1pb2Px ´ a2PyqP1 ` n1p´b1Px ` a1PyqP2 P Λ.
It implies that composite

Int
∆
P ÞÑpP%
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Int∆
P ÞÑp1P%
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Int∆
is the identity map. 
The key to proving Theorem 3.1 is to gain precise control of the improved Hodge
polygon in Proposition 2.22. In [W], Wan made use of the following coarser estimate of this
Hodge polygon, for each multiset S‹ of Mp∆q‹8 we have
h1pS
‹q ě h1pS
‹q :“ pp´ 1q
ÿ
PPS‹
wpP q.
It is however important for our method to understand the difference between h1pS
‹q and
hpS‹q (or more generally hpS‹, τq.
For each r P R, we put Rprq :“ rrs´ r; and for a permutation τ of S‹, we set
(3.1) U‹pS‹, τq :“
!
R pw ppτpP q ´ P qq | P P S‹
)‹
,
(3.2)
U‹pS‹, τqďa :“
!
r P U‹pS‹, τq | r ď a
)‹
and U‹pS‹, τqăa :“
!
r P U‹pS‹, τq | r ă a
)‹
to measure the distance of these weights to the next integer values.
Write
(3.3) h2pS
‹, τq :“
ÿ
rPU‹pS‹,τq
r and h2pS
‹q “ min
τPIsopS‹q
!
h2pS
‹, τq
)
where IsopS‹q is set consisting all permutations of S‹ (see Notation 2.14).
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Lemma 3.4. We have
(3.4) hpS‹, τq “ h1pS
‹q ` h2pS
‹, τq and hpS‹q “ h1pS
‹q ` h2pS
‹q.
Proof. By the definition of hpS‹, τq in (2.9), we have
hpS‹, τq “
ÿ
PPS‹
P
w
`
pτpP q ´ P
˘T
“
ÿ
PPS‹
w
`
pτpP q ´ P
˘
`
ÿ
PPS‹
!P
w
`
pτpP q ´ P
˘T
´ w
`
pτpP q ´ P
˘)
“
ÿ
PPS‹
pw
`
τpP q
˘
´
ÿ
PPS‹
wpP q `
ÿ
PPS‹
R
`
w
`
pτpP q ´ P
˘˘
“ pp ´ 1q
ÿ
PPS‹
wpP q ` h2pS
‹, τq
“ h1pS
‹q ` h2pS
‹, τq.
Taking the minimal over all τ P IsopS‹q implies
hpS‹q “ h1pS
‹q ` h2pS
‹q. 
Lemma 3.5. For any two permutations τ1, τ2 of S
‹, if U‹pS‹, τ1q “ U
‹pS‹, τ2q, then
h2pS
‹, τ1q “ h2pS
‹, τ2q and hpS
‹, τ1q “ hpS
‹, τ2q.
Proof. This lemma follows from the definition of h2 and Lemma 3.4. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose S‹1,S
‹
2 ĂMp∆q
‹8 satisfy
(3.5)
!
wpP q | P P S‹1
)‹
“
!
wpP q | P P S‹2
)‹
as multisets. Then we have
h2pS
‹
1q “ h2pS
‹
2q and hpS
‹
1q “ hpS
‹
2q.(3.6)
Proof. Let ξ : S‹1 Ñ S
‹
2 be a bijection such that the induced map of weights from
!
wpP q | P P
S‹1
)‹
to
!
wpP q | P P S‹2
)‹
realizes the equality (3.5). Then ξ induces a bijection from IsopS‹1q
to IsopS‹2q. Moreover, we have
h2pS
‹
1, τq “ h2pS
‹
2, ξ
´1τξq.
We immediately get the first equality in (3.6). Combining it with Lemma 3.4, we can
easily check the second equality. 
We prove Theorem 3.1 in two steps.
Step I. Recall that a permutation τ of S‹ that achieves the minimum of hpS‹q or equiv-
alently the minimum of h2pS
‹q is called minimal. The first core result in this section is
Proposition 3.10. It shows for a given S‹ Ă Mp∆q‹8 how to construct an explicit minimal
permutation τ of S‹.
First, we construct a minimal permutation inductively for a general subset S‹ ofMp∆q‹8
as follows.
Construction 3.7. We choose a pair of points pP0, Q0q in S
‹ˆS‹ such that RpwppQ0´P0qq
reaches the minimum among all pairs pP,Qq in S‹ ˆ S‹. Define τpP0q :“ Q0.
Then we take out P0 from the first S
‹ and Q0 from the second S
‹. We pick another pair
of points pP1, Q1q from S
‹ztP0uˆ S
‹ztQ0u such that RpwppQ1´P1qq reaches the minimum
among all pairs pP,Qq in S‹ztP0u ˆ S
‹ztQ0u, and define τpP1q :“ Q1. Similarly, we pick
a “minimal” pair of points pP2, Q2q from S
‹ztP0, P1u ˆ S
‹ztQ0, Q1u. Define τpP2q :“ Q2.
Iterating this process defines τ .
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Lemma 3.8. Let τ be a minimal permutation constructed in Construction 3.7, and let τ
be an arbitrary permutation of S‹. Suppose
(3.7) U‹pS‹, τqăr0 “ U‹pS‹, τqăr0 for some rational number r0.
Then by taking finite times of the following operations:
(1) swapping the images of two points of the same weight; and
(2) swapping the preimages of two points of the same weight,
we obtain a permultation τ 1 from τ such that τ 1pP q “ τpP q for all P P S‹ satisfying
R
`
wppτ 1pP q ´ P q
˘
ď r0 and U
‹pS‹, τ 1q “ U‹pS‹, τq.
In particular, U‹pS‹, τq defined in (3.1) is independent of the choice made in Construc-
tion 3.7.
Proof. Assuming (3.7) holds for every r ď r0. Then we induce a permutation rτ from τ by
taking finite times of operations (1) and (2) such that rτpP q “ τpP q for all P P S‹ satisfying
R
`
wpprτ pP q ´ P q˘ ă r0 and U‹pS‹, rτq “ U‹pS‹, τq. It is not hard to check that it is enough
for us to show this lemma works for rτ . In other words, we can assume that
(3.8) τpP q “ τpP q for each P P S‹ satisfying R
`
wppτ pP q ´ P q
˘
ă r0.
Suppose that τpP q “ τpP q for all P P S‹ satisfying R
`
wppτpP q ´ P q
˘
ď r0. Then we
are done. Otherwise there exists a point P in S‹ such that R
`
wppτpP q ´ P q “ r0, but
τpP q ‰ τpP q. By Construction 3.7, it is not hard to see that at least one of the following
cases will happen:
(a) R
`
wppτ pP q ´ P
˘
“ r0.
(b) There exists a point P1 in S
‹ such that wpP q “ wpP1q and τpP1q “ τpP q.
When case (a) happens, we put Q1 “ τpP q and define τ1 : S
‹ Ñ S‹ to be the same
permutation as τ except we swap the preimages of Q1 and τpP q.
Otherwise, we define τ1 to be the same permutation as τ except we swap the images of
P and P1, where P1 is defined in (b).
By (3.8), we know that either
R
`
wppQ1 ´ τ
´1pQ1qq
˘
ě r0 or R
`
wppτpP1q ´ P1q
˘
ě r0,
which implies that τ1 also satisfies (3.8) and
#
!
P P U‹pS‹, τ1q
“r0
ˇˇ
τ1pP q “ τpP q
)
ě #
!
P P U‹pS‹, τq“r0
ˇˇ
τ1pP q “ τpP q
)
` 1.
If τ1 does not satisfy the wanted property, then we run the same argument with τ1 in
place of τ to obtain another permutation τ2. Iterating this process eventually gives us
a permutation τ 1 of S‹. It is easy to check that τ 1pP q “ τpP q for all P P S‹ satisfying
R
`
wppτ 1pP q ´P q
˘
ď r0. Since both operations (1), (2) do not change the set U
‹pS‹, τq, we
have U‹pS‹, τ 1q “ U‹pS‹, τq.
We now prove the last statement of the lemma. Let τ1 and τ2 be two permuta-
tions constructed in Construction 3.7 by different choices of pairs of points. Suppose that
U‹pS‹, τq ‰ U‹pS‹, τ q. Then there is a rational number r0, such that
U‹pS‹, τ1q
ăr0 “ U‹pS‹, τ2q
ăr0 and U‹pS‹, τ 1q
ďr0 ‰ U‹pS‹, τ2q
ďr0 .
Without loss of generality, we assume that
U‹pS‹, τ 1q
ďr0 ( U‹pS‹, τ2q
ďr0 .
From the argument in this lemma above, we know that there exists a permutation τ 1 of S‹
such that τ 1pP q “ τ1pP q for all P P S
‹ satisfying R
`
wppτ 1pP q ´ P q
˘
ď r0 and
U‹pS‹, τ2q “ U
‹pS‹, τ 1q.
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Therefore, we have
U‹pS‹, τ1q
ďr0 “ U‹pS‹, τ 1qďr0 “ U‹pS‹, τ2q
ďr0 ,
a contradiction. 
Corollary 3.9. For τ and τ 1 as in the last lemma, we have h2pS
‹, τ 1q “ h2pS
‹, τq.
Proof. Since U‹pS‹, τ 1q “ U‹pS‹, τq, then it follows directly from the definition of h2 in
(3.3). 
Proposition 3.10. The permutation τ in Construction 3.7 is a minimal permutation of
S‹, i.e.
hpS‹, τ q “ hpS‹q.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, it is enough to prove that τ minimizes h2pS
‹, ‚q among all permuta-
tions of S‹.
Assume that τ is a minimal permutation of S‹. If U‹pS‹, τ q “ U‹pS‹, τq, we are done
by Lemma 3.5. Otherwise we shall construct below a finite sequence of permutations pτ0 “
τ, τ1, . . . , τmq satisfying
(1) for each 0 ď i ď m, we have h2pS
‹, τiq “ h2pS
‹q.
(2) U‹pS‹, τmq “ U
‹pS‹, τ q.
Combining Property (2) with Lemma 3.5, we would deduce
hpS‹, τmq “ hpS
‹, τq,
which completes the proof.
Now we come to the inductive construction of the sequence pτ0 “ τ, τ1, . . . , τmq. We
take induction on i. First, we put τ0 “ τ , where τ is a minimal permutation of S. Hence,
it satisfies h2pS
‹, τ0q “ h2pS
‹q.
Suppose that we have defined τi. If U
‹pS‹, τiq “ U
‹pS‹, τq, we terminate this induction.
Otherwise let ti be the smallest number in the multiset U
‹pS‹, τqzU‹pS‹, τiq. Let τ
1
i : S
‹ Ñ S‹
be the permutation constructed from τi in Lemma 3.8. It is not hard to check that
‚ h2pS
‹, τiq “ h2pS
‹, τ 1iq.
‚ τ 1ipP q “ τpP q holds for each P P S
‹ satisfying wpP ´ τ 1ipP qq ď ti.
‚ U‹pS‹, τ qďti ) U‹pS‹, τ 1iq
ďti .
Therefore, there exists a point Pi in S
‹ with
Qi “ τpPiq, τ
1
ipP
1
i q “ Qi and τpP
1
i q “ Q
1
i
such that
‚ RpwppQi ´ Piqq “ ti,
‚ RpwppQ1i ´ P
1
i qq ě ti,
‚ RpwppQi ´ P
1
i qq ą ti, and
‚ RpwppQ1i ´ Piqq ą ti.
We define τi`1 to be the same permutation as τ
1
i except we swap the images of Pi and P
1
i .
This process gives us a sequence with elements from IsopS‹q, whose length, say m, is less
than or equal to #pS‹q.
Then we check h2pS
‹, τi`1q “ h2pS
‹, τiq. From the induction we know that h2pS
‹, τiq “
h2pS
‹q. Hence, we ha
h2pS
‹, τi`1q ě h2pS
‹, τiq.
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On the other hand, from the definition of h2, we have
h2pS
‹, τi`1q ´ h2pS
‹, τiq “h2pS
‹, τi`1q ´ h2pS
‹, τ 1iq
“R
`
wppτi`1pPiq ´ Piq
˘
`Rpw
`
pτi`1pP
1
i q ´ P
1
i q
˘
´R
`
wppτ 1ipP
1
i q ´ P
1
i q
˘
´R
`
wppτ 1ipPiq ´ Piq
˘
ăti `R
`
wppτi`1pP
1
i q ´ P
1
i q
˘
´ ti ´R
`
wppτipPiq ´ Piq
˘
ď1´R
`
wppτipPiq ` Piq
˘
ď1.
(3.9)
From the linearity of w, we have
w
`
pτi`1pPiq ´ Pi
˘
` w
`
pτi`1pP
1
i q ´ P
1
i
˘
“ w
`
pτ 1ipP
1
i q ´ P
1
i
˘
` w
`
pτ 1ipPiq ´ Pi
˘
.
It implies that h2pS
‹, τi`1q ´ h2pS
‹, τiq is an integer. Combining it with (3.9), we have
h2pS
‹, τi`1q ď h2pS
‹, τiq.
Combining these inequalities, we obtain
(3.10) h2pS
‹, τi`1q “ h2pS
‹, τiq “ h2pS
‹q.
Finally, from the termination condition of this induction, we know that
U‹pS‹, τmq “ U
‹pS‹, τq. 
Remark 3.11. Notice that this result crucially depends on the linearity of w as in (2.8).
For general polytopes, we have a similar definition for the weight of a point, however, it is
no longer linear. We will address this case in a future work.
For any subset S of Mp∆q, we write S` P for the shift of S by P .
Corollary 3.12. Let S2 be a subset of Mp∆q, and let Q1, Q2, . . . , Qk be points of Mp∆q
with integer weights. Put
S‹1 “ S
‹
2 Z
kě
i“1
pInt∆ `Qiq
‹,
then h2pS
‹
1q “ h2pS
‹
2q.
Proof. Recall that for each point P PMp∆q, we denote by P% its residue in ∆. Lemma 3.3
defines a permutation of Int∆ such that ηpP q “ ppP q%. We write
ηi : 
Int
∆ `Qi Ñ 
Int
∆ `Qi
P ÞÑ η´1pP ´Qiq `Qi.
It is easy to check that RppηipP q ´ P q “ 0 for all point P in 
Int
∆ `Qi.
Then we apply Construction 3.7 to S2 and get a minimal permutation τS2 of S2. It is
not hard to see that τS2 , η1, . . . , ηk together construct a permutation τ of S
‹
1 which agrees
with Construction 3.7. Therefore, we have
h2pS
‹
1q “h2pS2, τS2q `
kÿ
i“1
h2p
Int
∆ `Qi, ηiq
“h2pS2, τS2q
“h2pS2q. 
Corollary 3.13. Let S2 be a subset of Mp∆q, and let Q1, Q2, . . . , Qk be points of Mp∆q of
integer weights. Put S‹1 “
kŢ
i“1
pS2 `Qiq. Then we have h2pS
‹
1q “ kh2pS2q.
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Proof. Let τ0 be the minimal permutation of S2 constructed in Construction 3.7. For each
1 ď i ď k, put
τi : S2 `Qi Ñ S2 `Qi
P ÞÑ τ0pP ´Qiq `Qi.
It is not hard to see that τ1, τ2, . . . , τk together induce a permutation τ of S
‹
1 which agrees
with Construction 3.7 and for each 1 ď i ď k we have
h2pS2 `Qi, τiq “ h2pS2, τ0q “ h2pS2q.
Therefore,
h2pS
‹
1q “h2pS
‹
1, τq
“
kÿ
i“1
h2pS2 `Qi, τiq
“kh2pS2q. 
Lemma 3.14. we have
h2pTkq “ kh2pT1q.
Proof. We can decompose Tk into a disjoint union of sets as follows:
(3.11) Tk “
k´1ğ
i“0
pT1 ` pk ´ 1´ iqP2 ` iP1q \
k´2ğ
i“0
iğ
j“0
pInt∆ ` iP1 ` jP2q.
Applying Corollary 3.12 and 3.13 to (3.11), we complete the proof of this lemma. 
Lemma 3.15. Let l1 ` 2 (resp. l2 ` 2) represent the number of lattice points on closed
segment OP1 (resp. OP2). For each k ą 0, we have
p1q xk “ kx1 `
kpk´1q
2 pa2b1 ´ a1b2q.
p2q hpTkq “ pp´1q
k´2ř
i“0
“
pa2b1´a1b2qpi`1q´
1
2pl1`l2q
‰
pi`1q`k
“
hpT1q`pp´1qpk´1qx1
‰
.
Proof. (1) Since there are totally a2b1´ a1b2 points in 
Int
∆ , (1) follows directly from (3.11)
above.
(2) A tautological computation shows that
h1pTkq “ k
“
h1pT1q ` pp´ 1qpk ´ 1qx1
‰
` pp´ 1q
k´2ÿ
i“0
“
a2b1 ´ a1b2 ´
1
2pl1 ` l2q ´ 1` ipa2b1 ´ a1b2q
‰
pi` 1q.
For each k ě 1, we know from Lemma 3.14 that
hpTkq “h1pTkq ` h2pTkq
“k
“
h1pT1q ` pp´ 1qpk ´ 1qx1
‰
` kh2pT1q
`pp´ 1q
k´2ÿ
i“0
“
pa2b1 ´ a1b2qpi` 1q ´
1
2 pl1 ` l2q ´ 1
‰
pi` 1q.
Combining it with hpT1q “ h1pT1q ` h2pT1q, we complete the proof. 
Step II. The following proposition is the second core result of studying the improved Hodge
polygon IHPp∆q at x “ xk.
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Proposition 3.16. We have
(3.12) min
S‹PMℓpnq
hpS‹q “ n ¨ min
SPMℓ
hpSq.
Therefore, we give a simpler expression of IHPp∆q as the lower convex hull of the set of
points ˆ
ℓ, min
SPMℓ
hpSq
˙
,
which is independent of n.
We will prove this proposition after two lemmas.
Lemma 3.17. For any two distinct points P,Q P Mp∆q if wpP q ‰ wpQq, then
|wpP ´Qq| ě
gcdpa1 ´ a2, b1 ´ b2q
b1a2 ´ b2a1
.
Proof. It is easily known that
wpp1, 0qq “
a2 ´ a1
b1a2 ´ b2a1
and wpp0, 1qq “
b1 ´ b2
b1a2 ´ b2a1
.
Since each point in Z2 is a linear combination of p1, 0q and p0, 1q, this lemma follows from
the linearity of w 
Lemma 3.18. Let M1 be a subset of Mp∆q‹8 and let Sℓ be the set consisting of all subsets
of M1 of cardinality ℓ. Choose a multiset S‹min P Sℓ such thatÿ
PPS‹
min
wpP q “ min
S‹PSℓ
´ ÿ
PPS‹
wpP q
¯
.
Suppose that p ą 2pb1a2´b2a1qgcdpa1´a2,b1´b2q ` 1. Then if
rS‹ P Sℓ satisfy
(3.13)
ÿ
PPrS‹
wpP q “
ÿ
PPS‹
min
wpP q presp.
ÿ
PPS‹
min
wpP q ą min
S‹PSℓ
´ ÿ
PPS‹
wpP q
¯
q,
we have
(3.14) hprS‹q “ hpS‹minq presp. hprS‹q ą hpS‹minqq.
In other words, the minimal hpS‹q is achieved by exactly those S‹ for which the sum of
weights of S‹ is minimal.
Proof. For a subset rS‹ P Sℓ, if !wpP q | P P rS‹)‹ “ !wpP q | P P S‹min)‹, then by
Lemma 3.6, we know
hprS‹q “ hpS‹minq.
Otherwise we construct a sequence pS‹0 “
rS‹,S‹1, . . . ,S‹mq in Sℓ of length less than or equal
to ℓ such that
‚ for any 0 ď i ď m´ 1, hpSiq ą hpSi`1q, and
‚
!
wpP q | P P S‹m
)‹
“
!
wpP q | P P S‹min
)‹
.
The following is the construction:
Assume that we have constructed S‹i . If
!
wpP q | P P S‹i
)‹
“
!
wpP q | P P S‹min
)‹
, then
we stop. Otherwise there exists a rational number ti such that!
wpP q ă ti | P P S
‹
i
)‹
“
!
wpP q ă ti | P P S
‹
min
)‹
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and !
wpP q ď ti | P P S
‹
i
)‹
(
!
wpP q ď ti | P P S
‹
min
)‹
.
Then there exist points Pi P S
‹
min ´ S
‹
i and Qi P S
‹
i ´ S
‹
min such that
wpPiq “ ti ă wpQiq.
Put S‹i`1 to be the set induced from S
‹
i by simply substituting Qi with Pi. Then we get a
sequence pS‹0 “ S
‹,S‹1, . . . ,S
‹
mq in Sℓ of length, say m, less than or equal to ℓ, which satisfies
the following conditions.
(1) S‹0 “
rS‹.
(2)
!
wpP q | P P S‹m
)‹
“
!
wpP q | P P S‹min
)‹
.
(3) For each 0 ď i ď m´ 1, we have S‹i`1 ´ S
‹
i “ tPiu and S
‹
i ´ S
‹
i`1 “ tQiu.
(4) The points above satisfy wpPiq ă wpQiq.
From Lemma 3.6, we know that (2) implies that
hpS‹mq “ hpS
‹
minq.
Therefore, it is enough to show that hpS‹i q ą hpS
‹
i`1q holds for each 0 ď i ď m´ 1.
For 0 ď i ď m´1, let τi P IsopS
‹
i q be a minimal permutation of S
‹
i , i.e. hpS
‹
i , τiq “ hpS
‹
i q.
We denote by τi`1 a permutation of S
‹
i`1 induced from τi by simply substituting Qi with
Pi, i.e.
τi`1pP q “
$’&’%
τipQiq if P “ Pi
Pi if τipP q “ Qi
τipP q otherwise.
Now we claim that hpS‹i , τiq ´ hpS
‹
i`1, τi`1q ą 0. We need to consider the following two
cases.
Case 1: When τipQiq “ Qi, we have
hpS‹i , τiq ´ hpS
‹
i`1, τi`1q
“
P
pwpQiq ´wpQiq
T
´
P
pwpPiq ´ wpPiq
T
“
P
pp ´ 1qwpQiq
T
´
P
pp ´ 1qwpPiq
T
ě
P
pp ´ 1qpwpQiq ´ wpPiqq
T
´ 1
ě
Qpp ´ 1q gcdpa1 ´ a2, b1 ´ b2q
b1a2 ´ b2a1
U
´ 1 Lemma 3.17
ą0.
Case 2: When τipQiq ‰ Qi, let Q
1
i “ τ
´1
i pQiq. Then we have
hpS‹i , τiq ´ hpS
‹
i`1, τi`1q
“
P
pw
`
τipQiq
˘
´wpQiq
T
´
P
pw
`
τipQiq
˘
´ wpPiq
T
`
P
pwpQiq ´ wpQ
1
iq
T
´
P
pwpPiq ´ wpQ
1
iq
T
ě´
P
wpQiq ´ wpPiq
T
`
P
pwpQiq ´ pwpPiq
T
´ 1
ě
P
pp´ 1q
`
wpQiq ´ wpPiq
˘T
´ 2
ě
Qpp´ 1q gcdpa1 ´ a2, b1 ´ b2q
b1a2 ´ b2a1
U
´ 2 Lemma 3.17
ą0.
Then this lemma follows from the following strict inequality
hpS‹i q “ hpS
‹
i , τiq ą hpS
‹
i`1, τi`1q ě hpS
‹
i`1q. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.16. First, we fix a subset S1 P Mℓ such that
hpS1q “ min
SPMℓ
`
hpSq
˘
.
Let rS‹ be an arbitrary submultiset in Mℓpnq such that
hprS‹q “ min
S‹PMℓpnq
`
hpS‹q
˘
.
By Lemma 3.18, we know thatÿ
PPS1
wpP q “ min
SPMℓ
´ ÿ
PPS
wpP q
¯
and
ÿ
PPrS‹
wpP q “ min
S‹PMℓpnq
´ ÿ
PPS‹
wpP q
¯
.
It is not hard to see that ÿ
PPpS1‹qn
wpP q “
ÿ
PPrS‹
wpP q.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.18 again, we have hprS‹q “ hppS1‹qnq. By Corollary 3.13, we know
that
hppS1
‹
qnq “ nhpS1q.
Combining these equalities above gives us (3.12). 
Definition 3.19. For any subset S of Mp∆q, we write
detpSqf “
ÿ
τPIsopSq
sgnpτq
ź
PPS
epτpP q´P .
Then as a corollary of Proposition 3.16, we get the following.
Proposition 3.20. We have
vT
´ n´1ź
j“0
σ
j
FrobpdetpTkqf q ´ uxk ,nhpTkqT
nhpTkq
¯
ě nhpTkq ` 1,
where u
xk,nhpTkq is defined in (2.2).
Proof. By Lemma 3.18, we know that T‹k
n is the only element in M
xk
pnq which makes
(2.13) an equality. Therefore, we have
vT
´
u
xk,nhpTkqT
nhpTkq ´
n´1ź
j“0
` ÿ
τj“IsopTkq
sgnpτjq
ź
PPTk
σ
j
FrobpepτjpP q´P q
˘¯
ě nhpTkq ` 1.
Then this proposition follows directly from checking the definition of detpTkqf . 
Notation 3.21. For each character χ : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p of conductor p, from [LWei, Theorem 1.4],
L˚f pχ, sq
´1 is a polynomial of degree a2b1 ´ a1b2. We denote its q-adic Newton slopes by´
α1, α2, . . . , αa2b1´a1b2
¯
in a non-descending order and put Σpχq :“
x1ř
j“1
αj .
Lemma 3.22. For each character χ : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p of conductor p, the normalized Newton
polygon of C˚f pχ, sqq, i.e. NPpχ, sqC is not above points´
xk,
“
pa2b1 ´ a1b2q
k´1ÿ
i“1
i2 ´
1
2
pl1 ` l2q
k´1ÿ
i“1
i` x1pk ´ 1qk ` kΣpχq
‰
pp´ 1q
¯
for all integers k ě 0.
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Proof. First recall that n “ rFq : Fps is the degree of the coefficient field of f (see section
2). It is well known that the roots of L˚f pχ, sq
´1 are Weil numbers of weight 0, n, or 2n.
We put them into three classes according to the Weil weights:
Weil weight the number of roots of L˚f pχ, sq
´1
0 1
n l1 ` l2
2n a2b1 ´ a1b2 ´ l1 ´ l2 ´ 1
.
Since αi’s are the q-adic Newton slopes of L
˚
f pχ, sq
´1, we know easily that they belong to
r0, 2q. Moreover, an algebraic number, say z, and its complex dual z are both roots of
L˚f pχ, sq
´1 or both not. Suppose that they are roots of L˚f pχ, sq
´1 and z as Weil weight t.
Then we have vppzq`vppzq “ t. Therefore, the sum of all q-adic Newton slopes of L
˚
f pχ, sq
´1
can be computed as follows:
pa2b1 ´ a1b2 ´ l1 ´ l2 ´ 1q ˆ 1` pl1 ` l2q ˆ
1
2
` 1ˆ 0.
“a2b1 ´ a1b2 ´
1
2pl1 ` l2q ´ 1.
(3.15)
On the other hand, from (1.1), i.e.
(3.16) C˚f pχ, sq “
8ź
j“0
L˚f pχ, q
jsq´pj`1q,
we know that
(3.17)
` k´1ě
i“0
tα1`i, α2`i, . . . , αa2b1´a1b2`iu
‹
¯i`1
Z
´
tα1`k´1, α2`k´1, . . . , αx1`k´1u
‹
¯k
is included in the set of q-adic Newton slopes of C˚f pχ, sq as multisets and its cardinality
is equal to xk. Since elements in this set are not necessary to be the smallest xk Newton
slopes of C˚f pχ, sq, then the height of NPpχ, sqC at x “ xk is not above the sum
pp´ 1q
” k´1ÿ
i“1
i
a2b1´a1b2ÿ
j“1
pi´ 1` αjq ` k
x1ÿ
j“1
pk ´ 1` αjq
ı
“pp´ 1q
”
pa2b1 ´ a1b2q
k´1ÿ
i“1
i2 ´ p
1
2
pl1 ` l2q ` 1q
k´1ÿ
i“1
i` x1pk ´ 1qk ` kΣpχq
ı
,
(3.18)
where p´ 1 is from normalization in the definition of NPpχ, sqC . 
Lemma 3.23. For each k ě 1,
p1q both pxk, hpTkqq and px
1
k, hpT
1
kqq are vertices of IHPp∆q, and
p2q the segment with endpoints pxk, hpTkqq and px
1
k, hpT
1
kqq is contained in IHPp∆q.
Proof. (1) Suppose the lemma were false. Then there exists an integer k and a segment in
IHPp∆q, say P1P2, such that P0 :“ pxk, hpTkqq is either a point strictly above P1P2 or an
interior point on P1P2. From Proposition 3.16, we know that
P1 “
´
xk ´ i1, min
SPM
xk´i1
phpSqq
¯
and P2 “
´
xk ` i2, min
SPM
xk`i2
phpSqq
¯
for some positive integers i1 and i2.
Put S1 to be an element of Mxk´i1 such that
(3.19)
ÿ
PPS1
wpP q “ min
SPM
xk´i1
´ ÿ
PPS
wpP q
¯
.
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By Lemma 3.18, we get
(3.20) hpS1q “ min
SPM
xk´i1
`
hpSq
˘
.
It is easy to know that S1 is a subset of Tk. We denote its complement in Tk by S
1
1, which
is of cardinality i1. By Lemma 3.17, we know that each point P in Tk satisfies
wpP q ď k ´
gcdpa1 ´ a2, b1 ´ b2q
a2b1 ´ a1b2
.
Combining it with
h2pS
1
1q ď #S
1
1 “ i1,
we have
hpTkq ď hpS1q ` hpS
1
1q “ hpS1q ` h1pS
1
1q ` h2pS
1
1q
ď hpS1q ` i1pp´ 1q
„
k ´
gcdpa1 ´ a2, b1 ´ b2q
a2b1 ´ a1b2

` i1.
It simply implies that the slope of P1P0 is less than or equal to
pp´ 1q
„
k ´
gcdpa1 ´ a2, b1 ´ b2q
a2b1 ´ a1b2

` 1.
On the other hand, by a similar argument, we choose an element S2 from Mxk`i2 such
that ÿ
PPS2
wpP q “ min
SPM
xk`i2
` ÿ
PPS
wpP q
˘
.
By Lemma 3.18 again, we have
(3.21) hpS2q “ min
SPM
xk`i2
`
hpSq
˘
.
We also easily know that Tk is included in S2. Let τ be a minimal permutation of S2. We
shall construct below a finite sequence of permutations of S2, denoted by pτ0 “ τ, τ1, . . . , τmq,
satisfying
(a) the length m of this sequence is less than or equal to i2,
(b) hpτi`1q ď hpτiq ` 1, and
(c) τm fixes every point in S2zTk.
Put τ0 “ τ . Assume that we have τi already. If it fixes each point in S2zTk, then we
are done. Otherwise put Pi to be a point in S2zTk such that τipPiq ‰ Pi. Then we define
τi`1 the same permutation as τi except we swap images of Pi and τ
´1
i pPiq. Iterating this
process gives us a sequence of permutations of S2. If τm is the last element in this sequence,
we know that it fixes each point in S2zTk, namely,
τmpP q “ P for each P P S2zTk.
Since there are at most i2 points in S2 whose images are changed by these modifications,
we know that m ď i2. Put Qi “ τipPiq and P
1
i “ τ
´1
i pPiq. We compute
hpτiq ´ hpτi`1q
“rwppQi ´ Piqs` rwppPi ´ P
1
i qs´ rwppQi ´ Piqs´ rwppPi ´ P
1
i qs
ě1
Then we simply prove that the constructed sequence of permutations of S2 satisfies condi-
tions (a)-(c) above. Moreover, we have
h2pS2, τq ě h2pS2, τmq ´ i2.
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As τ is minimal, we get
hpS2q “h1pS2q ` h2pS2, τq
ěh1pS2q ` h2pS2, τmq ´ i2
“hpS2, τmq ´ i2.
(3.22)
Since the restriction of τm on Tk is a permutation of Tk and wpP q ě k for any point P in
S2zTk, we have
hpS2, τmq “ h
´
Tk, τm
ˇˇ
Tk
¯
` h
´
S2zTk, τm
ˇˇ
S2zTk
¯
ě h pTkq ` h1pS2zTkq
ě h pTkq ` i2pp´ 1qk.
(3.23)
By (3.22) and (3.23), the slope of P0P2 is greater than or equal to
kpp´ 1q ´ 1.
Under the assumption p ą 2pa2b1´a1b2qgcdpa1´a2,b1´b2q ` 1 in Theorem 3.1, it is easy to check that the
slope of P0P2 is strictly greater than the slope of P1P0, which is a contradiction.
By a similar argument, we know that px1k, hpT
1
kqq is also a vertex of IHPp∆q.
(2) Let 0 ď i ď x1k ´ xk. By Lemma 3.18, there exists Tk Ă S
1
i Ă T
1
k such that
hpS1iq “ min
SPM
xk`i
phpSqq.
Since all points in T1kzTk have integer weight k, the we have
hpS1iq “ hpTkq ` ikpp ´ 1q,
which implies (2) immediately. 
Lemma 3.24. Let χ1 be a nontrivial finite character. Suppose that NPpf, χ1qC coincides
with IHPp∆q at point
`
xk1 , hpTk1q
˘
for a positive integer k1. Then
p1q
`
xk1 , hpTk1q
˘
is also a vertex of NPpf, χ1qC , and
p2q u
xk1
,nhpTk1 q
is a Zp-unit.
Proof. (1) This follows from the fact that the normalized Newton polygon NPpf, χ1qC always
lies above the improved Hodge polygon IHPp∆q by Proposition 2.22 and that
`
xk1 , hpTk1q
˘
is a vertex of IHPp∆q by Lemma 3.23.
(2) Suppose that u
xk1
,nhpTk1q
is not a Zp-unit. Since we know that pxk1 , hpTk1qq is
a vertex of NPpf, χ1qC , then specializing NPpf, T qC to T “ χ1p1q ´ 1 makes NPpf, χ1qC
strictly higher than NPpf, T qC at x “ xk1 . By Lemma 2.22, it is also strictly higher than
IHPp∆q at this point, which leads to a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let χ0 : Zp Ñ C
ˆ
p be a nontrivial character of conductor p. Since
NPpf, χ0qC is not below IHPp∆q and the expression in (3.18) is an upper bound for IHPp∆q
at x “ xk for each k ě 1, then we have
k
“hpT1q
p´ 1
` x1pk ´ 1q
‰
`
k´2ÿ
i“0
rpa2b1 ´ a1b2qpi` 1q ´
1
2
pl1 ` l2qspi ` 1q
ďx1pk ´ 1qk ` kΣpχ1q ` pa2b1 ´ a1b2q
k´1ÿ
i“1
i2 ´
“1
2
pl1 ` l2q ` 1
‰ k´1ÿ
i“1
i.
(3.24)
A simplification of these inequalities above shows that they all equivalent to
(3.25) hpT1q ď pp´ 1qΣpχ0q,
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an equality independent of k.
Since NPpf, χ1qC coincides with IHPp∆q at
`
xk1 , hpTk1q
˘
for a finite character χ1 and
an integer k1, by Lemma 3.24, we know that u
xk1
,nhpTk1 q
is a Zp-unit. It implies that
NPpf, χ0qC also coincides with IHPp∆q at pxk1 , hpTk1qq. Therefore, by Lemma 3.23 (2),
the slopes of segments in NPpf, χ0qC after points x “ xk1 are all greater than or equal to
pp´ 1qk1.
One the other hand, recall that in Notation 3.21 we put tα1, α2, . . . , αa2b1´a1b2u (in a
non-decreasing order) to be the set of q-adic Newton slopes for L˚f pχ0, sq, which is contained
in r0, 2q. Therefore, each q-adic Newton slope of L˚f pχ0, q
isq belongs to ri, i`2q. Then from
the decomposition of C˚f pχ0, sq in (3.16), we know that αj ` k1 ´ 1 ě k1 for all j ě x1 ` 1.
For otherwise there are more than xk1 roots of C
˚
f pχ0, sq whose q-adic valuations are less
than or equal to k1, which is a contradiction to the statement in the previous paragraph.
From the argument above, we see that (3.24) must be an equality, and when k “ k1,
the height of NPpχ0, sqC coincides with its upper bound given in (3.18). Hence, we have
hpT1q “ pp´ 1qΣpχ0q.
Notice that (3.25) is independent of k. Then the inequalities in (3.24) are equalities for
all k ě 0. Combining it with Proposition 3.24, we have that u
xk ,nhpTkq is a Zp-unit for
each k ě 0. Therefore, it is not hard to show that NPpf, χqC coincides with IHPp∆q at
pxk, hpTkqq for any integer k and nontrivial finite character χ. Then by Lemma 3.23 again,
we know that αi ě 1 for x1 ď i ď x
1
1. Combining it with Poincare´ duality, we have αi “ 1
for x1 ` 1 ď i ď x
1
1. It implies that IHPp∆q and NPpf, χqC coincide at x “ xk ` ik for any
0 ď ik ď x
1
k ´ xk.
By a similar argument to Lemma 3.24 (2), we know that u
x
1
k
,nhpT1
k
q is also a Zp-unit. 
4. The case when ∆ is an isosceles right triangle I.
In order to apply Theorem 3.1 we need that NPpf, χ1qC coincides with IHPp∆q at
x “ xk1 for some character χ1 and some integer k1. This however seems to be a very
difficult question. We have the following folklore conjecture.
Conjecture 4.1. Let ∆ be a triangle with vertices at p0, 0q, P1 “ pa1, b1q, P2 “ pa2, b2q.
We assume the hypotheses (as in Theorem 3.1) on the prime p. In the moduli space of all
polynomials fpx1, x2q of convex hull ∆, there exists an open dense subspace over which the
corresponding Newton polygon NPpf, χqC agrees with IHPp∆q at x “ xk ` ik for all finite
characters χ, integers k ě 1 and 0 ď ik ď x
1
k ´ xk.
Generically, the Newton polygon of C˚f pχ, sq should be as low as possible, namely,
coinciding with the improved Hodge bound IHPp∆q.
In this section, we will study a special case when ∆ is an isosceles right triangle with
vertices at p0, 0q, pd, 0q and p0, dq, where p ∤ d. We claim that Conjecture 4.1 holds true
when the residue of p modulo d is small enough. More precisely, we will prove the following.
Theorem 4.2. Let p0 be the residue of p modulo d, and let d0 be the residue of d modulo
p0. Conjecture 4.1 holds when
(4.1) d ě
$&%4p
3
2
0
”
ln 3` 274 ` p2`
3
ln 2q ln p0
ı
` 13p0 if h ě
1
4 ,
4p
5´2h
3
0
”
ln 3` 274 ` p2`
3
ln 2 q ln p0
ı
` 13p0 if h ă
1
4 ,
where h :“ logp0pp0 ´ d0q.
In particular, the condition d ě 24p2p20` p0q implies (4.1); so Theorem 1.5 follows from
this. We will complete the proof at the end of this section.
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4.1. An interpretation of Theorem 4.2. First, we consider the “universal polynomial”
funivpx1, x2q “
ÿ
PP∆XMp∆q
raPxPx1 xPy2
whose coefficients are treated as variables.
Notation 4.3. Recall the infinite matrix N defined in Proposition 2.22. Let rN be the
matrix given by substituting aˆP in N by raP . More rigorously, we put
Efunivpx1, x2q :“
ÿ
PPZ2ě0
reP pra, T qxPx1 xPy2 P ZprrasJT, x1, x2K,
and write reP :“ reP pra, T q.
Similar to Lemma 2.20, we have
(4.2) reP P T rwpP qsZprrasJT K and reO “ 1.
Then, using the list pP1, P2, . . . q of points in Mp∆q given in Notation 2.21, we define rN to
be the infinite matrix whose pi, jq entry is repPi´Pj P ZprrasJT K.
Similar to Definition 3.19, we put
detpT1quniv “
ÿ
τPIsopT1q
sgnpτq
ź
PPT1
repτpP q´P
“
8ÿ
i“hpT1q
rviT i P ZprrasJT K,
where sgnpτq is the sign of τ as a permutation.
Since all results in Section 3 for the “fixed” f actually hold for on general polynomials
fpx1, x2q P Fprx1, x2s, we have the following.
Proposition 4.4. The polygons GNPp∆q and IHPp∆q coincide at
`
x1, hpT1q
˘
if and only
if rvhpT1q is not divisible by p.
Moreover, when either condition holds, Conjecture 4.1 holds for that ∆.
Proof. We first prove the “only if” part. Suppose that rvhpT1q is divisible by p. For any
pair of a two-variable polynomial f˚px1, x2q P Fprx1, x2s with convex hull ∆ and a finite
character χ˚ of conductor pmχ˚ , we write v˚hpT1q P Zpnpf˚qrζp
mχ˚ s as the specialization of rvhpT1q
at T “ χ˚p1q´1 and at raP equals to the Teichmuller lifts of the coefficients of f , where ζpmχ˚
is a primitive pmχ˚-th root of unity. Then we have
vpp˚vhpT1qq ě
hpT1q
pmχ˚´1pp´ 1q
` 1.
As in (1.1), we denote
C˚
f˚
pχ˚, sq “
8ź
j“0
L˚
f˚
pχ˚, pjnpf˚qsq´pj`1q “
8ÿ
k“0
u˚ks
k P Zprζpmχ˚ sJsK.
By Proposition 3.20, we know that
vp
´ npfq´1ź
i“0
σiFrobp˚vhpT1qq ´ u˚x1
¯
ě
npf˚qhpT1q ` 1
pmχ˚´1pp ´ 1q
,
where σFrob represents the arithmetic Frobenius acting on the coefficients.
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Combining the equalities above, we get that
vpp˚ukq ě
npf˚qhpT1q ` 1
pmχ˚´1pp ´ 1q
.
Since we choose f˚ and χ˚ arbitrarily, we know that GNPp∆q is strictly above IHPp∆q at
x “ x1, a contradiction.
We prove the “if” part. Let rvhpT1q be the image of rvhpT1q in the quotient ring
Zprras{pZprras – Fprras.
Since rvhpT1q is not divisible by p, we know that rvhpT1q ‰ 0.
Recall that we defined T11 “ tP P Mp∆q | wpP q ď 1u and x
1
1 to be its cardinality in
Notation 1.2. Let f1px1, x2q “
ř
PPT11
bPx
Px
1 x
Py
2 P Fprx1, x2s be a polynomial satisfies that
‚ f1 has convex hull ∆.
‚ rvhpT1q|raP“bP ‰ 0.
It is easy to check that for any finite character χ of conductor p, NPpf1, χqL coincides with
IHPp∆q at x “ x1. Since GNPp∆q is not below IHPp∆q and the set of polynomials which
satisfy these conditions forms a Zariski open subset in the affine space A
x
1
1
Fp
, we complete
the proof. 
Now we are left to show that rvhpT1q is not divisible by p.
Definition 4.5. We label the elements in T11 as
T11 :“
 
Q1, Q2, . . . , Q
x
1
1
(
such that Q1 :“ pd, 0q and Q2 :“ p0, dq. Each point P P Mp∆q can be written as a linear
combination of points in T11 with non-negative integer coefficients, namely
P “
x
1
1ÿ
i“1
bP,iQi.
We call the vector ~bP P Z
x
1
1
ě0 (or the linear combination) P -minimal if it satisfies
x
1
1ÿ
i“1
bP,i “
P
wpP q
T
.
Definition 4.6. A combo, denoted by pτ,~b‚,τ q, is a pair consisting of an arbitrary permu-
tation τ of T1 together with, for each P P T1, a vector ~bP,τ P Z
x
1
1
ě0 such that
(4.3)
x
1
1ÿ
i“1
bP,τ,iQi “ pτpP q ´ P.
A combo pτ,~b‚,τ q is called optimal if τ is minimal and for each P P T1 vector ~bP,τ is`
pτpP q ´ P
˘
-minimal.
A combo pτ,~b‚,τ q is optimal if and only ifÿ
PPT1
x
1
1ÿ
i“1
bP,τ,i “ hpT1q.
We have the following explicit expression of the leading coefficient rvhpT1q.
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Lemma 4.7. We have
(4.4) rvhpT1q “ ÿ
pτ,~b‚,τ q optimal
sgnpτq
ź
PPT1
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbP,τ,i
bP,τ,i!
,
where the sum runs over all optimal combos, and sgnpτq is the sign of τ .
Proof. We let ź
QPT11
eraQπxQx1 xQy2 “ ÿ
pPZ2ě0
re1PxPx1 xPy2 .
For any optimal combo pτ,~b‚,τ q, we have
bP,τ,i ď p´ 1 for each P P T1 and 1 ď i ď x
1
1,
which implies that
detpT1quniv “
ÿ
τPIsopT1q
sgnpτq
ź
PPT1
re1pτpP q´P `OpT hpT1q`1q
“
ÿ
pτ,~b‚,τ q
´
sgnpτq
ź
PPT1
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbP,τ,i
bP,τ,i!
¯
T
ř
PPT1
x
1
1ř
i“1
bP,τ,i
`OpT hpT1q`1q,
(4.5)
where pτ,~b‚,τ q runs over all combos for T1 and OpT
hpT1q`1q represents for a power series in
ZprrasJT K of T -adic valuation greater than or equal to hpT1q ` 1. Then this lemma follows
from the last statement in Definition 4.6. 
Definition 4.8. Lemma 4.7 gives an explicit expression of rvhpT1q as the sum of terms labeled
by optimal combos. For a combo pτ,~b‚,τ q, we call
sgnpτq
ź
PPT1
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbP,τ,i
bP,τ,i!
its corresponding monomial.
Two combos pτ,~b‚,τ q and pτ
1,~b1‚,τ 1q have a same corresponding monomial (with possibly
different coefficients) if and only if ÿ
PPT1
bP,τ,i “
ÿ
PPT1
b1P,τ,i
for all 1 ď i ď x11.
Recall that our task is to prove that rvhpT1q is not divisible by p. For this it is enough
to show that rvhpT1q has a monomial whose coefficient is not divisible by p. To this end, we
restrict our study to those monmials corresponding to some “extreme” optimal combos.
Lemma 4.9. For each combo pτ,~b‚,τ q for T1, we have
(4.6)
ÿ
PPT1
bP,τ,1 ď
ÿ
PPT1
YpPx
d
]
and
ÿ
PPT1
bP,τ,2 ď
ÿ
PPT1
YpPy
d
]
,
where Px and Py are the x, y-coordinates of P .
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Proof. We will prove the first inequality, and the proof of the second is similar
Recall that Q1 “ pd, 0q. By equality (4.3), we get
(4.7) bτ´1pP q,τ,1 ď
YpPx
d
]
.
Hence, we have that ÿ
PPT1
bP,τ,1 “
ÿ
PPT1
bτ´1pP q,τ,1 ď
ÿ
PPT1
YpPx
d
]
. 
Definition 4.10. We call a combo special if it is optimal and both inequalities in (4.6) are
equalities.
Notice that these two sums are the exponents of raQ1 and raQ2 in the corresponding
monomial; so special combos contribute to terms in rvhpT1q with maximal degrees in the
coefficients raQ1 and raQ2 at the two vertices of ∆.
Recall that for each point P in Mp∆q, we denoted by P% its residue in ∆.
Notation 4.11. We put T1 “ T1,1 \ T1,2, where T1,1 “ tP P T1 | ppP q% P T1u and T1,2 is
the complement of T1,1 in T1. In other words, we have T1,2 “ tP P T1 | ppP q% R T1u.
Example 4.12. When d “ 7 and p “ 17, the following graph shows the distribution of T1,1
and T1,2 in T1, where “ˆ” and “‚” represent points in T1,1 and T1,2 respectively.
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Figure 2. The distributions of T1,1 and T1,2 when d “ 7 and p “ 17.
Lemma 4.13. A combo pτ,~b‚,τ q is special if and only if it satisfies the following two con-
ditions.
p1q For each P P T1,1, we have
τ´1pP q “ ppP q%
and all other bτ´1pP q,τ,˚’s are zero except bτ´1pP q,τ,1 and bτ´1pP q,τ,2 which are equal
to iP,1 and iP,2.
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p2q For each P P T1,2, assume that QjP “ ppP q%´ τ
´1pP q, then we have
ppP q%´ τ´1pP q P T11
and all other bτ´1pP q,τ,˚’s are zero except bτ´1pP q,τ,1, bτ´1pP q,τ,2 and bτ´1pP q,τ,jP which
are equal to iP,1, iP,2 and 1.
In particular, if pτ,~b‚,τ q is a special combo, then τ uniquely determines ~b‚,τ .
Proof. “ðù”. Let pτ,~b‚,τ q be any combo for T1 which satisfies these two conditions.
We easily see that for pτ,~b‚,τ q to be special, it is enough to show that τ is minimal,
which follows directly from
hpT1q ě
ÿ
PPT1
twpP qu and rwppτpP q ´ P qs “ twpP qu.
“ùñ”. Assume that pτ,~b‚,τ q fails one of these conditions. Then it is easy to check that
the monomial corresponding to this combo either has degree greater than equal to hpT1q or
the exponent of raQ1 or raQ2 is not maximal, a contraction to pτ,~b‚,τ q being special. 
Example 4.14. The following gives an example of a minimal permutation of T1 in the case
of Example 4.12. Let
τ´1p0, 0q “ p0, 0q, τ´1p0, 1q “ p0, 3q, τ´1p0, 2q “ p0, 6q,
τ´1p0, 3q “ p0, 2q, τ´1p0, 4q “ p0, 5q, τ´1p0, 5q “ p0, 1q,
τ´1p0, 6q “ p0, 1q, τ´1p1, 0q “ p3, 0q, τ´1p1, 1q “ p3, 3q,
τ´1p1, 5q “ p3, 1q, τ´1p2, 0q “ p6, 0q, τ´1p3, 0q “ p2, 0q,
τ´1p3, 1q “ p2, 3q, τ´1p3, 3q “ p2, 2q, τ´1p4, 0q “ p5, 0q,
τ´1p5, 0q “ p1, 0q, τ´1p5, 1q “ p1, 3q, τ´1p6, 0q “ p4, 0q,
τ´1p1, 2q “ p2, 1q, τ´1p1, 4q “ p1, 1q, τ´1p2, 1q “ p4, 1q.
τ´1p2, 2q “ p2, 4q, τ´1p2, 3q “ p5, 1q, τ´1p2, 4q “ p1, 4q,
τ´1p3, 2q “ p1, 2q, τ´1p4, 1q “ p4, 2q, τ´1p4, 2q “ p1, 5q.
From the last statement in Lemma 4.13, it determines a unique special combo. We leave it
to the reader to complete its corresponding special combo.
Lemma 4.15. There is at least one special (optimal) combo among all combos for T1.
Proof. In Definition 4.21, we will give a correspondence between the set of special combos
and the set of special bijections (See Definition 4.21); and in (5.19), we construct an explicit
special bijection rβ. This lemma follows from an easy check that the combo corresponding
to rβ is special.
Since the construction of rβ requires nothing but p ą 2d` 1 and d to be relatively large
with respect to p0 (the residue of p modulo d), this is not a circular argument. 
Definition 4.16. We write rvsp
hpT1q
for
ÿ
pτ,~b‚,τ q special
sgnpτq
ź
PPT1
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbP,τ,i
bP,τ,i!
,
where the sum runs over all special combos.
By Lemma 4.15, for Theorem 4.2 to hold, it is enough to prove the following.
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Proposition 4.17. There is a monomial in rvsp
hpT1q
with coefficient not divisible by p.
Its proof will be given later.
By the last statement of Lemma 4.13, we are reduced to studying minimal permu-
tations in special combos, which will be further reduced by the correspondence given in
Definition 4.21 soon.
Definition 4.18. For each point P P ∆, we call point pd, dq ´P its mirror reflection and
denote it by mpP q.
Notation 4.19. Let Y be the set consisting of all lattice points strictly inside the upper
right triangle of ∆. We put
Y0 :“
!
ppQq%
ˇˇ
Q P T1,2
)
to be a subset of Y.
Lemma 4.20. We have !
ppP q%
ˇˇ
P P T1
)
“ Y0 \ pT1zmpY0qq.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a point P0 P T1 such that P0 “ ppQ0q% andmpP0q “ pQ1%
for two points Q0, Q1 P T1. Let p
1 be an integer such that p1p ” 1 pmod dq. We know that
pp1P0q% “ Q0 and rp
1mpP0qs% “ Q1 are mirror reflections, a contradiction. 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of tppP q% |P P T1u in the case of Example 4.12, where
“‚” and “ˆ” represent points in Y0 and tppP q% |P P T1uzY0 respectively.
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Figure 3. The distributions of tppP q% |P P T1u when d “ 7 and p “ 17.
Definition 4.21. A bijection β : Y0 Ñ mpY0q is called special if P ´ βpP q P T
1
1 for each
point P P Y0.
We define a one-to-one correspondence between special combos and special bijections
β : Y0 Ñ mpY0q is defined as follows:
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For a special combo
`
τ,~b‚,τ
˘
, we assign it a special bijection β from Y0 to mpY0q given
by
βpP q “ τ´1ppp1P q%q
for each P P Y0.
In the opposite direction, for a special bijection β : Y0 Ñ mpY0q, we assign to it a
special combo τ given by
τ´1pP q “
#
ppP q% if P P T1,1,
βpppP q%q if P P T1,2.
Since the composite of these map is the identity map, it is truly a one-to-one corre-
spondence.
Example 4.22. The special bijection β : Y0 Ñ mpY0q corresponding to the special combo
in Example 4.14 is given by
βp2, 6q “ p1, 2q, βp3, 5q “ p1, 1q, βp3, 6q “ p2, 1q,
βp5, 3q “ p4, 2q, βp5, 6q “ p1, 5q, βp6, 2q “ p5, 1q,
βp6, 3q “ p4, 1q, βp6, 5q “ p1, 4q, βp6, 6q “ p2, 4q.
Notation 4.23. (1) For a special bijection β, we let τpβq P IsopT1q denote the minimal
permutation of the corresponding special combo. In view of Lemma 4.13, τpβq
uniquely determines β.
(2) The composite m ˝ β can be viewed as a permutation of Y0. Then we denote by
sgnpβq the sign of this permutation and also call it the sign of β.
Lemma 4.24. We have
(4.8) rvsp
hpT1q
“
ÿ
β special
sgnpβq
ź
PPT1
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbP,τpβq,i
bP,τpβq,i!
.
Proof. First, by the one-to-one correspondence in Definition 4.21, we know that the sum ofrvsp
hpT1q
over all special combos is the same as the sum over all special β’s. Let β be special
and let τpβq be the corresponding minimal permutation of T1. Since the restriction of τpβq
to τpβq´1pT1,1q “ T1zmpY0q is symmetric about y “ x, we know that sgnpτpβqq depends
only on sgnpβq. More precisely, we have
sgnpβq “ sgn
`
τpβq
˘
, 
which completes the proof of this lemma.
Lemma 4.25. p1q The contribution to rvsp
hpT1q
in (4.8) of terms coming from P P T1,1 is
same for all special bijections, namely, for two special bijections β1, β2 : Y0 Ñ mpY0q, we
have ź
PPT1,1
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβ1q´1pP q,τpβ1q,i
bτpβ1q´1pP q,τpβ1q,i!
“
ź
PPT1,1
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβ2q´1pP q,τpβ2q,i
bτpβ2q´1pP q,τpβ2q,i!
.
p2q For the contributions of terms coming from P P T1,2, we have that the equality
ź
PPT1,2
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβ1q´1pP q,τpβ1q,i
bτpβ1q´1pP q,τpβ1q,i!
“
ź
PPT1,2
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβ2q´1pP q,τpβ2q,i
bτpβ2q´1pP q,τpβ2q,i!
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holds if and only if we have the following equality
(4.9)
!
P ´ β1pP q
ˇˇ
P P Y0
)‹
“
!
P ´ β2pP q
ˇˇ
P P Y0
)‹
as multisets.
Proof. The first statement directly follows from condition (1) for a special permutation in
Lemma 4.13.
For any special bijection β, we haveź
PPT1,2
x
1
1ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i
bτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i!
“
ź
PPT1,2
2ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i
bτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i!
ˆ
ź
PPT1,2
rappP q%´τpβq´1pP q
“
ź
PPT1,2
2ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i
bτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i!
ˆ
ź
PPY0
raP´βpP q.
Since ź
PPT1,2
2ź
i“1
praQiqbτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i
bτpβq´1pP q,τpβq,i!
is same to all special permutations, we complete the proof of the second statement. 
Definition 4.26. We call β, β1 : Y0 Ñ mpY0q related if they satisfy equality (4.9).
Corollary 4.27. If β1, β2 : Y0 Ñ mpY0q are two related special bijections and sgnpβ1q “
sgnpβ2q, then they contribute to a same monomial in rvhpT1q.
Proposition 4.28. p1q There exists a special rβ : Y0 Ñ mpY0q such that every β1 related torβ is even, i.e. sgnpβ1q “ 1, and the number of such β1 is equal to 2i for some integer i.
p2q Therefore, there exists a monomial in rv
x1,hpT1q such that its coefficient is in the form
of 2
i
N1
, where N1 is an integer which is not divisible by p.
Its proof will be completed in section 5.
Theorems 4.2, 1.5 and 1.6 would follow from this proposition.
proof of Theorem 4.2 assuming Proposition 4.28. This theorem follows directly from Propo-
sition 4.28, Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. It is easy to check that d ě 24p2p20 ` p0q satisfies (4.1). Therefore,
the only task left is to compute xk, x
1
k and hpxkq explicitly. It follows directly from applying
Lemma 3.15 to this specific ∆. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Its proof follows from Theorem 1.5 and a consideration of Poincare´
duality. 
5. The case when ∆ is an isosceles right triangle II.
5.1. Overview. The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 4.28 by constructing ex-
plicitly the special bijection rβ : Y0 Ñ mpY0q. This is done in several steps. First, for a large
subset L1 of Y0, we shall define a bijection rβ1 pi.e. rβ|L1q : L1 Ñ mpL1q which is “diagonal”,
namely the line segment rβ1pP qP is parallel to the line y “ x. For the remaining points in
Y0, we divide them into two subsets L2 and L3 as in (5.1), where L2 is contained in K1 (see
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the blue region in Figure 4) as will be proved in Proposition 5.11, and L3 is contained in
the green region in Figure 4 by definition.
The map rβ2 pi.e. rβ|L2q will map L2 into the union of appropriate shifts of the subset
K2 (see the yellow region in Figure 4). More precisely, we write L2 as the disjoint union
L2,i1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ L2,ir (for some non-negative integers i1, . . . , ir) and
rβ2 is the union of maps
L2,ik Ñ pK2 ` pikp0,´ikp0qq X mpY0q such that the line segments
rβ2pP qP are parallel
for all points P in a fixed L2,ik . We extend
rβ2 to a map sprβ2q on L2 \ mpImpL2qq by
requiring sprβ2qpP q “ m ˝ β´1 ˝ mpP q for any point P P mpImpβqq and hence determine
the preimages of points in mpL2q under the map rβ (see the pink region in Figure 4). At
last, we write rβ3 pi.e. rβ|Y0zpL1YDompsprβ2qqq for the unique diagonal symmetric bijection from
Y0z
´
L1YDompsprβ2qq¯ to mpY0qz´mpL1qY Impsprβ2qq¯. Finally we will show that rβ1, sprβ2q
and rβ3 altogether define the needed special bijection rβ : Y0 Ñ mpY0q.
5.2. Construction of rβ1.
Hypothesis 5.1. Recall that we put p0 “ p%d. From now on we assume that p ą 2d ` 1
and p0 ă
d
6 .
Notation 5.2. Here is a list of symbols:
‚ Dk: the set consisting of all lattice points on the diagonal line y “ x` k.
‚ Wk: the set consisting of all lattice points on the anti-diagonal line x` y “ k.
‚ For an interval I Ď R, we write DI :“
š
iPIXZ Di and WI :“
š
iPIXZWi.
‚ K1 :“ Wr2d´3p0,2ds XDr´p0,p0q X Y (see an example in Figure 4).
Definition 5.3. Let β be an injection from a subset of Y0 to mpY0q.
(1) We call β weakly symmetric if its domain and image are symmetric about the line
y “ d´ x; i.e. Dompβq “ mpDompβqq and Impβq “ mpImpβqq.
(2) We call β symmetric if each point P P Dompβq satisfies
β
`
mpβpP qq
˘
“ mpP q.
(3) If there exists some symmetric map β1 with domain included in Y0 such that
Dompβ1q “ Dompβq Ym
`
Impβq
˘
and β1
ˇˇ
Dompβq
“ β,
then we call β1 the symmetric closure of β and denoted it by spβq.
Lemma 5.4. Let β be an injection from a subset of Y0 to mpY0q. If DompβqXmpImpβqq “
H, then spβq exists.
Proof. Let
‚ spβq
ˇˇ
Dompβq
“ β, and
‚ for any point P P mpImpβqq let spβqpP q “ m ˝ β´1 ˝mpP q.
It is a trivial check that spβq is the symmetric closure of β. 
Definition 5.5. A vector is called diagonal if it is parallel to the line y “ x. Let V ‹ be a
multiset of vectors. We call it diagonal if each ~v P V ‹ is diagonal. We write
V :“
!
V ‹
ˇˇ
V ‹ is a diagonal multiset
)
.
We define the weight on vectors on R2 so that wp
ÝÝÑ
OP q “ wpP q.
For each V ‹ P V and each r P R, we write
pV ‹qěr :“
!
~v P V ‹
ˇˇ
wp~vq ě r
)
.
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x
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K1
mpK1q
K2
.
Figure 4. Regions K1 and K2 when d “ 16, p “ 19.
We define a total order “ă1” on V as follows:
Definition 5.6. For any two sets V ‹1 , V
‹
2 P V , we denote V
‹
1 ă1 V
‹
2 if one of the following
cases happens:
Case 1: #V ‹1 ă #V
‹
2 ;
Case 2: #V ‹1 “ #V
‹
2 and there exists a real number r0 such that #pV
‹
1 q
ěr “ #pV ‹2 q
ěr for
all r ą r0 but #pV
‹
1 q
ěr0 ă #pV ‹2 q
ěr0 .
To construct rβ needed for Proposition 4.28, we shall construct it so that for a largest
possible subset L1 Ď Y0,
ÝÝÝÝÑrβpP qP is diagonal for all P P L1, or equivalently, the set tP ´
βpP q | P P Y0u contains as many diagonal vectors (and as highest weight) as possible.
Definition 5.7. Let S be an arbitrary subset of Y0, and let β : SÑ mpY0q be an injection.
We set
V ‹pβq :“
!
P ´ βpP q
ˇˇ
P P S
)‹
.
If V ‹pβq is diagonal, then we also call β diagonal.
Definition 5.8. We call a pair pP,Qq in Y0ˆmpY0q eligible if it satisfies the following two
conditions:
(a)
ÝÝÑ
QP is diagonal with weight less than or equal to 1, and
(b) either wpP q ą 32 or wpQq ă
1
2 .
We write
E1 :“
ď
SĂY0
!
β : SÑ mpY0q | pP, βpP qq is eligible for each P P S
)
,
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where S runs over all subsets of Y0. For simplicity of notation, we put
V pE1q :“ tV
‹pβq
ˇˇ
β P E1u.
Definition 5.9. Define rβ1 to be an element in E1 such that V ‹prβ1q is a maximal element
in
`
V pE1q,ă1
˘
.
In fact, rβ1 can be constructed in the following way:
Assume that rβ1 has been defined on some subset of Y0, say Y10. If there is no eligible
pair in Y0zpY0q
1ˆmpY0qzrβ1pY10q, then we call the definition of rβ1 is completed. Otherwise,
we choose an eligible pair pP0, Q0q in Y0zY
1
0 ˆmpY0qz
rβ1pY10q which maximizes the weight
wpP0 ´Q0q, and define rβ1pP0q “ Q0.
Lemma 5.10. The map rβ1 is the unique maximal element in the totally ordered set
pV pE1q,ă1q.
Proof. Assume that we have defined β1 on the subset Y
1
0 by the construction above and
pP0, Q0q and pP
1
0, Q
1
0q are two eligeble pairs in Y0zpY0q
1 ˆmpY0qzrβ1pY10q which maximize
wpP0 ´Q0q “ wpP
1
0 ´Q
1
0q.
Since
ÝÝÝÑ
Q0P0 and
ÝÝÝÑ
Q10P
1
0 are required to be diagonal, we know that P0 ‰ P
1
0 and Q0 ‰ Q
1
0.
Therefore, the definition of rβ1 is independent of the choices of pairs. 
Write L1 for the domain of rβ1. Since we require rβ1 to be the maximal element in V pE1q,
tt is easily known that rβ1 is symmetric. Put
(5.1) L2 :“
!
P P Y0zL1
ˇˇ
wpP q ą
3
2
)
and L3 :“
!
P P Y0zL1
ˇˇ
wpP q ď
3
2
)
.
Then we obtain a disjoint decomposition of Y0 as
Y0 “ L1 \ L2 \ L3.
We next will
(1) define a map rβ2 on L2,
(2) find its symmetric closure sprβ2q,
(3) define a map rβ3 on the complement of L1 YDompsprβ2qq in Y0, and
(4) put together the maps rβ1, sprβ2q, and rβ3 to get a bijection rβ : Y0 Ñ mpY0q which
satisfies the conditions in Proposition 4.28.
5.3. Study of L2. Recall that L2 defined in (5.1) is the subset where we cannot define rβ
diagonally and where the weight of the points is strictly bigger than 32 .”
In this subsection, we will complete the definition of rβ2 : L2 Ñ mpY0q. We start with
a proposition about the distribution of its domain L2 in Y0, which plays an important role
in its construction.
Proposition 5.11. The subset L2 is included in K1 (See Notation 5.2).
Proof. The proof will occupy the entire Section 5.2 and it will follow from Propositions 5.24
and 5.35 below. 
Lemma 5.12. Recall that p0 “ p%d. Let P be any point in Y0. If P ` p0pi, jq is contained
in Y for a pair of integers pi, jq, then it is also contained in Y0.
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Proof. Before proving the lemma, we refer to Figure3, where the bullet points in the upper-
right triangle are periodic with period 3. Since the upper-right triangle in ∆ is convex, it
is enough to show that the lemma holds for pi, jq “ p1, 0q, p´1, 0q, p0, 1q, p0,´1q, p1,´1q, and
p´1, 1q. We will just prove the case when i “ 1 and j “ ´1, and the rest can be handled
similarly.
Let Q be the point in T1 such that ppQq% “ P . It is easy to check that
P ` p0p1,´1q ” pQ` p0p1,´1q
” pQ` pp1,´1q
“ ppQ` p1,´1qq pmod dq.
In fact, the point Q` p1,´1q is strictly contained in ∆f , for otherwise P ` p0p1,´1q is on
the boundary of ∆f , which is a contradiction to P ` p0p1,´1q P Y. Then by the definition
of Y0, we know that P ` p0p1,´1q belongs to Y0. 
Notation 5.13. We call the square with vertices pd´p0, d´p0q, pd´p0, d´1q, pd´1, d´p0q
and pd´ 1, d´ 1q the fundamental cell, denoted by C , and write
C0 :“ C X Y0.
Back to the example in Figure 3, the corresponding subset
C0 “ tp5, 6q, p6, 5q, p6, 6qu.
Corollary 5.14. We know that Y0 distributes periodically in Y of period p0. More precisely,
each point in Y0 is a shift of some point in C0 by pip0, jp0q, where pi, jq is a pair of integers.
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 5.12. 
Corollary 5.15. Let k1, k2, j1 and j2 be integers satisfying k1, k2 ě d and p0|pk2 ´ k1q. If
both Wk1 XDrj1,j1`2p0q and Wk2 XDrj2,j2`2p0q are contained in ∆, then
(1) #
´
Y0 XWk1 XDrj1,j1`2p0q
¯
“ #
´
Y0 XWk2 XDrj2,j2`2p0q
¯
.
(2) If moreover we have p0|pj2 ´ j1q, we have the following equality of sets
Y0 XWk1 XDrj1,j1`2p0q “ Y0 XWk2 XDrj2,j2`2p0q ` pk1 ´ k2qp1, 1q ` pj1 ´ j2qp´1, 1q.
Proof. In fact, this corollary follows directly from previous corollary. 
Since Y0 is distributed periodically of period p0, by Corollary 5.14, it is enough for us
to understand C0. The following two lemmas show the details.
Lemma 5.16. The distribution of C0 in C has the following properties:
(1) There is no point of Y0 (or C0) on the top row or the first column of C .
(2) If the point pi, jq is in C and i` j “ 2d´ p0, then it is also in C0.
(3) For each point P in C , either P or p2d´ p0, 2d ´ p0q ´ P is contained in C0.
Proof. The first two statements are straightforward. Therefore, we only prove Property (3).
Let pi1, j1q and pi2, j2q be two points in C symmetric about y “ 2d´ p0 ´ x. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the weight of pi1, j1q is less than the weight of pi2, j2q.
Then it is easy to check that they satisfy
‚ 2pd´ p0q ď i1 ` j1 ă 2d´ p0,
‚ i1 ` j2 “ 2d´ p0, and
‚ i2 ` j1 “ 2d´ p0.
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Suppose that both pi1, j1q and pi2, j2q are in C0. Then there are two points pi
1
1, j
1
1q and
pi12, j
1
2q in T1 such that
pppi11, j
1
1qq% “ pi1, i1q and pppi
1
2, j
1
2qq% “ pi2, i2q.
It is easy to show that
ppi11 ` j
1
2q ” 2d´ p0 pmod dq and ppi
1
2 ` j
1
1q ” 2d´ p0 pmod dq.
Since pd, pq “ 1 and p ” p0 pmod dq, we have
i11 ` j
1
2 ” ´1 pmod dq and i
1
2 ` j
1
1 ” ´1 pmod dq.
Combining these two congruence equations with
d ¨ wpi11, j
1
1q “ i
1
1 ` j
1
1 ď d´ 1 and d ¨ wpi
1
2, j
1
2q “ i
1
2 ` j
1
2 ď d´ 1,
we get that
d ¨ wpi11, j
1
1q “ d´ 1 and d ¨ wpi
1
2, j
1
2q “ d´ 1.
It forces ppi11 ` j
1
1q ” ´p0 pmod dq, which is a contradiction to
2pd ´ p0q ď i1 ` j1 ă 2d´ p0.
By a similar argument, we check that at least one of pi1, j1q and pi2, j2q belongs to C0,
which completes the proof. 
Notation 5.17. (1) Let d “ d1p0`d0 and let 0 ď d2 ă p0 be the integer such that d0d2 ” 1
pmod p0q.
(2) For any two points P1, P2 in Z
2
ě0, if they satisfy that P1 ´P2 “ p0Q for some point
Q in Z2ě0, then we denote P1 ” P2 pmod p0q.
Proposition 5.18. For any 0 ă k ď p0, we have
#
`
pW2d´k YW2d´p0´kq X C0
˘
“
#
p0 ´ 1 if k “ p0;
kd2%p0 ´ 1 otherwise.
We need some preparations before giving the proof of this proposition after Lemma 5.23.
Lemma 5.19. Let i, j be two positive integers. If i` j ď p0, then`
ppid1, jd1q
˘
% P Y0.
Proof. Since ppid1, jd1q ” pd´ id0, d´ jd0q pmod dq, it is enough to prove
1 ă w
`
pd´ id0, d´ jd0q
˘
ă 2,
which follows directly from i` j ď d. 
Notation 5.20. Put
A :“
!
pid1, jd1q
ˇˇ
i, j ą 0 and i` j ď p0
)
.
By Lemmas 5.19 and 5.12, for any point P P A there exists a point P 1 in C0 such that
P 1 ” ppP q% pmod p0q. It automatically gives us a map from A to C0, denoted by γ. Now
we will show that γ is a bijection.
Notation 5.21. For simplicity of notation, we put Pi,j :“ pid1, jd1q.
Lemma 5.22. The map γ is a bijection.
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Proof. Any two points Pi1,j1 and Pi2,j2 in A satisfy
γpPi1,j1q ´ γpPi2,j2q ”ppPi1,j1q%´ ppPi2,j2q%
“pd´ i1d0, d´ j1d0q ´ pd´ i2d0, d´ j2d0q
“ppi2 ´ i1qd0, pj2 ´ j1qd0q pmod p0q.
Now if γpPi1,j1q “ γpPi2,j2q, we know that ppi2 ´ i1qd0, pj2 ´ j1qd0q ” O pmod p0q.
Since
pd0, p0q “ 1, |i2 ´ i1| ă p0 and |j2 ´ j1| ă p0,
we have i1 “ i2 and j1 “ j2, which implies γ is an injection. By Lemma 5.16, there are
p0pp0´1q
2 points in C0, which is equal to the cardinality of A. Therefore, γ is a bijection. 
Lemma 5.23. Any two points Pi1,j1 and Pi2,j2 of the same weight satisfyˇˇˇ
d ¨ w
`
γpPi1,j1q ´ γpPi2,j2q
˘ˇˇˇ
“ 0 or p0.
Proof. We know easily that
γpPi1,j1q ” pd´ i1d0, d´ j1d0q and γpPi2,j2q ” pd´ i2d0, d´ j2d0q pmod p0q,
which implies that
d ¨ w
`
γpPi1,j1q
˘
´ pd´ i1d0 ` d´ j1d0q and d ¨ w
`
γpPi2,j2q
˘
´ pd´ i2d0 ` d´ j2d0q
are both divisible by p0.
Since Pi1,j1 and Pi2,j2 have the same weight, we know i1 ` j1 “ i2 ` j2. Therefore, we
have
(5.2) p0
ˇˇ
d ¨ w
`
γpPi1,j1q ´ γpPi2,j2q
˘
.
On the other hand, γpPi1,j1q and γpPi2,j2q both belong to C0, which together with (5.2)
force
ˇˇ
d ¨ w
`
γpPi1,j1q ´ γpPi2,j2q
˘ˇˇ
to be 0 or p0. 
Proof of Proposition 5.18. By Lemma 5.23, we know that
#
`
pW2d´k YW2d´p0´kq X C0
˘
“#
!
pi, jq
ˇˇ
pi` jqd0 ” k pmod p0q, i, j ą 0 and i` j ă p0
)
“#
!
pi, jq
ˇˇ
pi` jq ” kd2 pmod p0q, i, j ą 0 and i` j ă p0
)
“
#
p0 ´ 1 if k “ p0;
kd2%p0 ´ 1 otherwise.

The following proposition is the first stepstone of Theorem 5.11.
Proposition 5.24. For every integer k with |k| ě p0, we have Dk X L2 “ H.
The proof of the proposition will be given after some lemmas.
Lemma 5.25. Let
`
P1, P2, . . . , Pp0
˘
be a sequence of consecutive points in DkXY for some
k.
(1) There are exact tp02 u points in this sequence belonging to Y0.
(2) In particular, if ℓ is an integer with rp02 s ă ℓ ď p0, then at least ℓ ´ r
p0
2 s points in
the set tP1, P2, . . . , Pℓu belong to Y0.
Proof. (1) It follows directly from Lemma 5.16 (1)-(3).
(2) Combining (1) with Pigeonhole principle, we complete the proof of (2). 
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Lemma 5.26. There do not exist two points P0 P L2 and Q0 P mpL3q such that
ÝÝÝÑ
Q0P0 is a
diagonal vector of weight less or equal to 1.
Proof. Suppose the lemma were false. Then there exists an integer k such that!
pP,Qq P pL2 XDkq ˆ pmpL3q XDkq
ˇˇ
wp
ÝÝÑ
QP q ď 1
)
is not empty. We put pP1, Q1q to be a pair of points in this set which maximize the weight
wp
ÝÝÝÑ
Q1P1q. By the inductive definition of rβ1, we can define rβ1 on P1 by rβ1pP1q “ Q1, which
contradicts to the assumption that P1 does not belong to L1. 
Lemma 5.27. For any integer k, there do not exist two points P P pY0zL1q X Dk and
P 1 P L1 XDk such that
(5.3) wpP 1 ´ rβ1pP 1qq ă wpP ´ rβ1pP 1qq ď 1.
Proof. Suppose that P and P 1 are two points which satisfy conditions in this lemma. We eas-
ily see that inequality (5.3) violates the requirement in construction of rβ1 that pP 1, rβ1pP 1qq
maximizes wpP 1 ´ rβ1pP 1qq, a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.28. For an arbitrary point P in Dk X Y0 XW
p
3d
2 ,2ds
, if it satisfies
(5.4) #
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP ´Qq ď 1
)
ě #
!
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ą wpP q
)
` 1,
then it belongs to L1.
Proof. Let P be a point which satisfies conditions in this lemma. Suppose that P does not
belong to L1. Then by Lemma 5.26, each element in!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP ´Qq ď 1
)
is equal to rβ1pP 1q for some P 1 P L1ztP u. From equality (5.4), we know that at least one of
these P 1 does not belong to !
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ě wpP q
)
.
Then we obtain a contradiction directly from Lemma 5.27. 
Corollary 5.29. For an arbitrary point P in Dk X Y0 XW
p
3d
2 ,2ds
, if it satisfies
(5.5) #
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP ´Qq ď 1
)
ě #
!
Q P Dk X Y0
ˇˇ
wpQq ě wpP q
)
,
then it belongs to L1.
Proof. Let P be a point satisfying condition in this lemma. Suppose that P does not belong
to L1. Then we have
#
!
Q P Dk X Y0
ˇˇ
wpQq ě wpP q
)
ě #
!
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ą wpP q
)
` 1.
Combining it with Lemma 5.28, we get P P L1, a contradiction. 
Therefore, in order to show that each point P in DkXY0XW
p
3d
2 ,2ds
for |k| ě p0 belongs
to L1, it is enough to prove that P satisfies inequality (5.5). The following functions give a
lower bound for cardinality of the first set in (5.5) and an upper bound for the second one.
Definition 5.30. We define
g1p2p0i` jq :“
#
itp02 u if 0 ď j ď p0
itp02 u` t
j
2 u´ r
p0
2 s if p0 ă j ă 2p0.
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Lemma 5.31. For any integers B1, B2 and k with 0 ă B1 ă B2 ă d and |k| ď B1, by
Lemma 5.25, we have
#
´ 
Q P Dk
ˇˇ
B1 ď d ¨ wpQq ď B2
(
XmpY0q
¯
ě g1pB2 ´B1q.
Definition 5.32. Define
g2p2p0i` jq :“
#
itp02 u` t
j
2 u if 0 ď j ď p0
pi` 1qtp02 u if p0 ă j ă 2p0.
Lemma 5.33. For any integers B1, B2 and k with d ă B1 ă B2 ă 2d, by Lemma 5.25, we
have
#
´ 
Q P Dk
ˇˇ
B1 ď d ¨ wpQq ď B2
(
X Y0
¯
ď g2pB2 ´B1q.
Lemma 5.34. Both g2 and g1 are non-decreasing and g1pk ` p0q ě g2pkq for every k ą 0.
Proof. It follows from their definitions. 
Proof of Proposition 5.24. Consider a point P0 in Dk X Y0 XW
p
3d
2 ,2ds
. We have that!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
“
!
Q P Dk
ˇˇ
d ¨ wpP0q ´ d ď d ¨ wpQq ď d
)
XmpY0q.
By Lemma 5.31, we know that
(5.6) #
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
ě g1p2d´ wpP0qdq.
On the other hand, since!
Q P Dk X Y0
ˇˇ
wpQq ě wpP0q
)
“
!
Q P Dk
ˇˇ
d ¨ wpP0q ď d ¨ wpQq ď 2d´ |k|
)
XY0,
by Lemma 5.33, we know that
(5.7) #
!
Q P Dk XY0
ˇˇ
wpQq ě wpP0q
)
ď g2
`
2d´ |k| ´ d ¨ wpP0q
˘
.
By Lemma 5.34 and |k| ě p0, the terms on the right side of these inequalities above
satisfy
g2
`
2d´ |k| ´ wpP0qd
˘
ďg2
`
2d´ p0 ´ wpP0qd
˘
ďg1
`
2d´ wpP0qd
˘
.
Hence, we have
(5.8) #
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
ě #
!
Q P Dk X Y0
ˇˇ
wpQq ě wpP0q
)
.
Combining it with Corollary 5.29, we prove this proposition. 
Proposition 5.35. The intersection Wrd,2d´3p0s X L2 is empty.
Proof. By Lemma 5.28, it is enough to prove that each point P0 in Wp 3
2
d,2d´3p0s
, say P0 P Dk,
satisfies
(5.9) #
!
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ą wpP0q
)
` 1 ď #
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
.
Now we estimate the size of the two sets in (5.9) as follows.
By Proposition 5.24 and the assumption of P0, we are reduced to proving (5.9) for P0
in Dp´p0,p0q XWp 3
2
d,2d´3p0s
, which guarantees us a point P 10 in C0 such that
(5.10) P 10 “ P0 ` pip0, ip0q
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for some integer i ě 1. Assume that P 10 belongs to Wj. Put
BpP0q :“
!
P P C0 X L1 XDk
ˇˇ
wpP q ě wpP 10q
)
.
Then we give the following estimations.
1. Estimation of #
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
.
By definition of BpP0q, we know that rβ1pBpP0qq is contained in!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
XWrj´d,dq.
On the other hand, by (5.10), we know easily that
Dk XmpY0q XWrj´d´2ip0,j´dq Ă
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
.
Therefore, rβ1pBpP0qq and Dk XmpY0q XWrj´d´2ip0,j´dq are two disjoint subsets of!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
. By Lemma 5.25, we know that
#
´
Dk XmpY0q XWrj´d´2ip0,j´dq
¯
“ it
p0
2
u,
which implies
#
!
Q P Dk XmpY0q
ˇˇ
wpP0 ´Qq ď 1
)
ď #BpP0q ` it
p0
2
u.
2. Estimation of #
!
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ą wpP q
)
.
Consider the disjoint decomposition
(5.11)
!
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ą wpP q
)
“
´
Dk X L1 XWpj´2ip0,js
¯
Y
´
BpP0qzP
1
0
¯
.
We need consider the following two cases:
Case 1: When P 10 belongs to L1, we have #
´
BpP0qzP
1
0
¯
“ #BpP0q ´ 1, which implies
#
!
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ą wpP q
)
ď#
´
Dk XWpj´2ip0,js
¯
`#
´
BpP0qzP
1
0
¯
“it
p0
2
u`#BpP0q ´ 1.
Case 2: When P 10 does not belong to L1, we have
#
´
Dk X L1 XWpj´2ip0,js
¯
ď #
´
Dk XWpj´2ip0,js
¯
´ 1,
which implies
#
!
Q P Dk X L1
ˇˇ
wpQq ą wpP q
)
ď#
´
Dk XWpj´2ip0,js
¯
´ 1`#
´
BpP0qzP
1
0
¯
“it
p0
2
u`#BpP0q ´ 1.
In either case, it is easy to check (5.9), which completes this proposition. 
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5.4. Definition of rβ. We next construct a map β2 : L2 Ñ mpL3q. Put rJ “ td ´ 3p0, d ´
3p0 ` 1, . . . , d´ 1u. Write
(5.12) K2 :“
!
P
ˇˇ
P P W rJ XD“r d
2
s,r d
2
s`2p0
˘) and K02 :“ K2 XmpY0q.
The general idea of constructing β2 is to map L2 to disjoint sets pK2` pikp0,´ikp0qqX
mpY0q, where pi1, . . . , i#L2q is a certain sequence of numbers in some range, such that for
any two points P1 and P2 in L2 if β2pP1q and β2pP2q belong to pK2`pikp0,´ikp0qqXmpY0q
for a same k, then P1 ´ β2pP1q “ P2 ´ β2pP2q.
Remark 5.36. An easy computation shows that Wd´1 XmpY0q is not empty, say that Q
is a point in it. The most naive construction of β2 is to make an injection from L2 to
tQ ` p2ip0,´2ip0qu
#L2
i“1 . However, the construction requires a very stronge condition that
d “ Opp30q. In order to weaken this condition, we need a more detailized construction (see
Construction 5.41).
We start the construction of β2 with giving more details of its codomain. Recall that
we defined the numbers d0, d1 and d2 in Notation 5.17.
Lemma 5.37. We have
#pK02 XWd´iq “
#
p0 ´ 1 if i ” d0 pmod p0q;`
ipp0 ´ d2q
˘
%p0 otherwise
for all 1 ď i ď p0 ´ 1.
Proof. Since Y0 and mpY0q are symmetric about y “ d´ x, we have
#
´
K02 XWd´i
¯
“ #
´
Wd`i XY0 XD“r d
2
s,r d
2
s`2p0
˘¯.
Find p0 ă j ď 2p0 such that 2d´ j ” d` i pmod p0q. By Corollary 5.15, we have
#
´
Wd`i X Y0 XD“r d
2
s,r d
2
s`2p0
˘¯ “ #´W2d´j XDr´p0,p0q X Y0¯.
From Corollary 5.14, we know
#
´
W2d´j XWr´p0,p0q
¯
“ #
´
pW2d´j YW2d´p0´jq X C0
¯
.
Therefore, by Proposition 5.18, if j “ p0, then we have
#ppW2d´j YW2d´p0´jq X C0q “ p0 ´ 1.
It is not hard to see from the relation between i and j that i ” d0 pmod p0q. Combining
all these equlities above, we get #pK02 XWd´iq “ p0 ´ 1.
For the case that j ‰ p0, we have
#ppW2d´j YW2d´p0´jq X C0q
“jd2%p0 ´ 1
“pd0 ´ iqd2%p0 ´ 1
“ipp0 ´ d2q%p0.
By a similar argument, we complete the proof immediately. 
In order to support our construction of β2, we need several technical lemmas.
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Notation 5.38. For any subset K12 of K2 and any integer k P r0, p0 ´ 1s, we put
K12pkq :“
#
P ` p´k, kq if P ` p´k, kq P K2;
P ` pp0 ´ k,´pp0 ´ kqq otherwise.
Lemma 5.39. Let J be a subset of rJ . Suppose that there are at least n points in Wj XK12
for each j P J . Then
p1q for every subset S of WJ X K2 of cardinality m, there exists at least an integer i in
r0, p0 ´ 1s such that
#
´
SXK12piq
¯
ě
P
mn
p0
T
.
p2q For the set of lattice points WJXK2, there exists a subset I of t1, 2, . . . , p0u of cardinality
less than or equal to
P
´ logp1´ n
p0
q
`
p0p#Jq
˘T
such that
(5.13)
ď
iPI
K12piq XWJ “ WJ XK2.
Proof. (1). Since
p0´1Ţ
i“0
pWJ XK
1
2piqq
‹ covers S at least n times, by Pigeonhole principle, there
exists some i such that SXK12piq ě
P
mn
p0
T
.
(2). By (1), we can choose a sequence pi1, i2, . . . q from t1, 2, . . . , 3p0u such that
(5.14) mk ďmk´1 ´
P
nmk´1
p0
T
ďmk´1p1´
n
p0
q,
where mk :“ #pWJ XK2 ´
kŤ
j“1
K12pijq XWJq.
Write t “
Y
´ log`
1´ n
p0
q
pp0p#Jq
˘]
` 1. Repeated application of (5.14) gives
mt ďm0p1´
n
p0
qt “ p0p#Jqp1´
n
p0
qt ă 1.
It implies mt “ 0. Therefore, the length of this sequence cannot be longer than t´1, which
completes the proof of (2). 
Let u be a real number in p0, 1q. Depending on u, we decompose rJ into three groups:
(1) J1puq “
!
j P rJ ˇˇ j ą d´ pu0
p0´d2
)
,
(2) J2puq “
!
j P rJ ˇˇ #pWj XK02q ě pu0), and
(3) J3puq :“ rJH´J2puq Y J1puq¯.
By Lemma 5.37, we know that
(5.15) 3p0 ´ 3p
u
0 ď #J2puq ď 3p0.
Notation 5.40. Set h “ logp0pp0 ´ d2q.
Construction 5.41 (Construction of β2). We construct β2 in three steps:
Step 1. Lemma 5.37 shows that K02 XWd´1 is not empty, say that it contains a point Q1.
We put
WJ1`d X L2 :“ tP1, P2, . . . , Pt1u,
where t1 is its cardinality, and define β2 on WJ1`d X L2 as
β2 :WJ1`d X L2 Ñ mpL3q
Pi ÞÑ Q1 `
`
p0pi´ 1q,´p0pi´ 1q
˘
.
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Namely, β2 maps WJ1`d X L2 into a disjoint union of K2 ` pp0i,´p0iq for 0 ď i ď t1 ´ 1.
By the definition of J1, we know that #J1 “ t
pu0
p0´d2
u. Since WJ1`dXL2 is in an isosceles
right triangle with side lengths #J1, we have t1 ď
1
2pt
pu0
p0´d2
u` 1qt
pu0
p0´d2
u. It is easily check
that t1 ď
1
2 pp0
2pu´hq ` p0
u´hq.
Step 2. We denote by θ the unique map from K1 to K2 given by parallel transform. By
Lemma 5.39 (2), there is a sequence pi1, i2, . . . , it2q such that
t2ď
k“1
K02pikq XWJ2 “ K2 XWJ2 and t2 ď
X
´ log
p1´
pu
0
p0
q
`
p0p#J2q
˘\
.
Since
t2Ť
k“1
K02pikq depends only on the elements in set ti1, i2, . . . , it2u, we can in fact require
pi1, i2, . . . , it2q to be increasing.
It is easily seen that
t2 ď
X
´ log
p1´
pu
0
p0
q
`
p0p#J2q
˘\
ď
X
´ log
p1´
pu
0
p0
q
p3p20q
\
.
For each point P in WJ2`d X L2, we put kpP q to be the smallest number such that
K02pikpP qq XWJ2 contains θpP q. Then we define
β2pP q :“ θpP q ` px2pP q,´x2pP qq,
where x2pP q “ t1p0` ikpP q` kpP qp0.x Namely, β2 maps WJ2`dXL2 into a disjoint union of
K2 `
“
t1p0 ` ik ` kp0
‰
p1,´1q for 1 ď k ď t2.
Step 3. Write J3puq “ tj1, j2, . . . , js3u. By (5.15), we know that s3 ď 3p
u
0 . Let d3 be the
largest number in rJ such that #pWj XK02q ě p02 . By Lemma 5.37, we have
J3 P pd´ 3p0, d3s and
p0
2
ď pd´ d3qpp0 ´ d2q ă p0.
Replacing J in Lemma 5.39 by td3u, we obtain a sequence pi
1
1, i
1
2, . . . , i
1
t3
q from t1, 2, . . . , p0u
such that
t3ď
k“1
K02pikq XWd3 “ K2 XWd3 and t3 ď
X
´ log
p1´
p0{2
p0
q
pp0q
\
“
X
log2pp0q
\
.
Similar to Step 2, we assume that pi11, i
1
2, . . . , i
1
t3
q is increasing. Then we define β2 on
WJ3`d X L2 as follows:
Consider each P P WJ3`d X L2. Suppose that P belongs to Wjl`d for some jl P J3. Let
kpP q be the smallest number such that K02pi
1
kpP qq X Wd3 contains θpP q ` pd3 ´ jl, d3 ´ jlq.
Then we define
β2pP q :“ θpP q ` pd3 ´ jl ` x3pP q, d3 ´ jl ´ x3pP qq,
where x3pP q “ p0rkpP q ` pl ´ 1qpt3 ` 2q ` t1 ` t2 ` 2s ` i
1
kpP q.
Namely, β2 maps WJ2`d X L2 into a disjoint union of
K2 `
 
p0rk ` pl ´ 1qpt3 ` 2q ` t1 ` t2 ` 2s ` i
1
k
(
p1,´1q
for 1 ď k ď t3 and 1 ď l ď s3.
Notice that the codomain of β2 is both a disjoint union of shifts of K2 and a subset of
∆. Then for a fixed d, the residue p0 of p modulo d cannot be too large. The following
computation gives p0 an upper bound such that the construction for β2 above is realizable.
In fact, the complicated conditions in Theorem 4.2 are also from this computation.
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x
y
y “ x
y “ 2px´ 18q
y “ 2px´ 14q
y “ 2px´ 12qy “ 1´ x
Figure 5. Determine the optimizer of h.
From the constructing above, we know that the image of β2 is included in a union of
disjoint shifts of K2. Moreover, the number of these shifts, denoted by N , is counted and
estimated as follows:
N “t1 ` t2 ` t3 ˆ s3
ď
1
2
pp0
2pu´hq ` p0
u´hq `
X
´ log
p1´
pu
0
p0
q
p3p20q
T
`
\
log2pp0q
T
ˆ 3pu0
ď
3
4
p0
2pu´hq `
1
4
` 2 lnpp0qp
1´u
0 ` ln 3p
1´u
0 ` log2pp0q ˆ 3p
u
0 .
(5.16)
Recall K2 “
!
P
ˇˇ
P P W rJ X D“t d
2
u,t d
2
u`2p0
˘). It is easy to see that the largest x-coordinate
of points in the codomain of β2 is equal to
3
4d` p0pN ` 2s3` 3q, which obvious is controled
by d. Then we get a necessary condition:
(5.17) d ě 4p0pN ` 2s3 ` 3q.
We write Gph, uq “ maxt2pu ´ hq, 1 ´ u, uu. Recall that h “ logp0pp0 ´ d2q is fixed by
p0 and d. Therefore, our next goal is to determine the minimum of Gph, uq by varying the
value of u inside r0, 1s.
Definition 5.42. We call u1 an optimizer of h if Gph, u1q “ min
uPr0,1s
`
Gph, uq
˘
.
In order to get an optimizer of a given h P p0, 1s. We need to consider two cases:.
Case 1. When 14 ď h ď 1. From Figure 5, the optimizer u of h is the x-coordinate of the
point of intersection of lines y “ x and y “ 1 ´ x. Therefore, we know that u “ 12 is the
optimizer of this h. Plugging u “ 12 into equations (5.16) and (5.17), we have
4p0pN ` 2s3 ` 3q ď 4p
3
2
0
”
ln 3`
27
4
` p2`
3
ln 2
q ln p0
ı
` 13p0.
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Case 2. When 0 ă h ă 14 . Based on the same observation of Figure 5, an optimizer u of h
is the x-coordinate of the point of intersection of lines y “ 2px´ hq and y “ 1´ x. An easy
computation shows that u “ 1`2h3 . Combining it with (5.16) and (5.17), we have
4p0pN ` 2s3 ` 3q ď 4p
5´2h
3
0
”
ln 3`
27
4
` p2`
3
ln 2
q ln p0
ı
` 13p0.
Notation 5.43. (1) We write
(5.18) V pβ2q :“
!
P ´ β2pP q
ˇˇ
P P L2
)
.
(2) The reflection of a vector ~v through a diagonal line y “ x is denoted by ~v_. Let V
be a set of vectors. We put V _ :“ t~v_ | ~v P V u.
Lemma 5.44. We know that
Imprβ1q X !P ´ ~v ˇˇ P P L2 and ~v P V pβ2q Y V pβ2q_)
is empty.
Proof. It is easy to check that any point Q in!
P ´ ~v
ˇˇ
P P L2 and ~v P V pβ2q Y V pβ2q
_
)
belongs to Dk for some |k| ą
d
2 . Then this lemma follows simply from the definition ofrβ1. 
Construction 5.45 (Construction of rβ2). Step 1. Write
E2 :“
 
β : L2 ãÑ mpY0q
ˇˇ
P ´ βpP q P V pβ2q Y V pβ2q
_ for all P P L2
(
.
We know that E2 is non-empty, for β2 is automatically contained in it.
Step 2. We line up the elements in V pβ2q to form a sequence, denoted by p~v1, ~v2, . . . , ~vN q.
Step 3. Define a partial order over E2 as follows:
For any two maps β1, β2 P E2, we denote β1 ă2 β2, if there exists an integer 1 ď k ď N
such that
‚ #tP | P´β1pP q “ ~vi or ~v
_
i u “ #tP | P´β2pP q “ ~vi or ~v
_
i u for all 1 ď i ď k´1, and
‚ #tP | P ´ β1pP q “ vk or v
_
k u ă #tP | P ´ β2pP q “ vk or v
_
k u.
Step 4. Let rβ2 be a maximal element in E2.
By Hypothesis 5.1, we know that mpL2q X rβ2pL2q “ H. Combining it with Lemma 5.4,
we can simply prove the existence of sprβ2q. Since maps rβ1 and sprβ2q are symmetric, we
define rβ3 : Y0I´Domprβ1q YDompsprβ2qq¯Ñ mpY0qI´Imprβ1q Y Impsprβ2qq¯
P ÞÑ mpP q.
Putting rβ1, sprβ2q and rβ3 together, we define a bijection rβ : Y0 Ñ mpY0q such that
(5.19) rβpP q “
$’&’%
rβ1pP q if P P L1;
sprβ2qpP q if P P Dompsprβ2qq;rβ3pP q otherwise.
Since Y0
I´
Domprβ1q Y Dompsprβ2qq¯ Ă L3, we know that wpP ´ mpP qq ď 1 for each
point P P L3. Combining it with the constructive definition of rβ1 and sprβ2q, we easily check
that rβ is a special bijection (see Definition 4.21).
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5.5. Completion of the proofs.
Notation 5.46. For a bijection β : Y0 Ñ mpY0q, we write
Lβ :“ L2 Y β
´1pmpL2qq.
Recall that we defined the meaning of two bijections β, β1 : Y0 Ñ mpY0q to be related
in Definition 4.26.
Proposition 5.47. paq A bijection β1 : Y0 Ñ mpY0q is related to rβ if and only if
p1q P ´ β1pP q “ P ´ rβpP q or pP ´ rβpP qq_ for all P in L2;
p2q β1
ˇˇ
L1
“ rβ ˇˇ
L1
;
p3q β1pP q “ mpP q for P P Y0zpL1 Y Lβ1q;
p4q β1 is symmetric.
pbq The number of bijections related to rβ is equal to 2k, where
k “ #
 
P P L2 | P ´ pP ´ rβ2pP qq_ P mpY0q(.
Proof of Proposition 5.47. “ùñ”. It is straightforward.
“ðù”. By the construction of rβ1, we know that P´β1pP q is not diagonal for each point
P in L2; and β
1´1pQq´Q is not diagonal for each point Q inmpL2q. On the other hand, since
β1 and rβ are related, there are exact 2‚#L2 non-diagonal vectors in !P ´β1pP q ˇˇ P P Y0).
Therefore, we have
(5.20)
!
P ´ β1pP q
ˇˇ
P P Lβ1
)‹
“
!
P ´ rβpP q ˇˇ P P Lrβ)‹.
Recall that we denote V pβ2q “ t~v1, ~v2, . . . u. Assume that β
1 does not satisfy Prop-
erty (1). We put i be the smallest number such that there exists some point P0 which
satisfies
P0 ´ rβpP0q “ ~vi or ~v_i and P0 ´ β1pP0q ‰ ~vi or ~v_i .
It is easy to see that for each point Q in mpY0q X Dk, there exists at most one vector ~v in
V pβ2q Y V pβ2q
_ such that P0 ` ~v belongs to L2. Combining it with Lemma 5.44 allows us
to induce a injection β12 : L2 Ñ mpY0q from
rβ2 such that
β12pP q “
#rβ2pP0q if P “ P0;
β1pP q else.
It is easy to check that β12 is greater than
rβ2 with respect to “ă2”, a contradiction. Therefore,
β1 satisfies Property (1).
Apply the same argument to m ˝ β1´1 ˝m, we know that
β1
´1
pQq ´Q “ rβ´1pQq ´Q or prβ´1pQq ´Qq_ for all Q in mpL2q.
Recall that we define the partial order “ă1” and V
‹pβq in Definitions 5.6 and 5.7. One can
check that V ‹prβ|Y0zL rβ q is actually the only maximal element in the set!
V ‹pβq
ˇˇ
β : Y0zLrβ Ñ mpY0zLrβq and β is diagonal
)
with respect to the partial order “ ă1”.
As a corollary of Lemma 5.44, we know that for each k, there does not exist two points
in Dk such that one is from L1 and the other is from β
1pL2q. Therefore, if we put β
2 to be
a bijection from Y0 to mpY0q such that β
2 is an element in!
β : Y0 Ñ mpY0q | Lβ “ Lβ1 & β is diagonal
)
,
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which maximizes V ‹pβ2q with respect to “ă1”, then we have
β2|L1 “
rβ|L1 .
Moreover, we can check that V ‹pβ2q ĺ1 V
‹prβq and the equation hold if and only if Lβ1 is
weakly symmetric and β1pP q “ mpP q for each P P Y0zpL1 Y Lβ1q.
On the other hand, since β1 and rβ are related, we know that V ‹pβ1q “1 V ‹prβq. Hence,
we have
β1|Y0zLβ1 “ β
2|Y0zLβ2 ,
which implies that β1 satisfies Property (2) and (3).
Then we are left to show that β1|Lβ1 is symmetric. First, from the argument above,
we know that it is weakly symmetric. Therefore, for any point P in L2, if we put P
1 :“
mpβ1pP qq, we know that β1pP 1q P mpL2q. Since we checked Property (1) already, we know
that P 1 ´ β1pP 1q P V pβ2q Y V pβ2q
_. As the argument above, there are at most one vector
~v in V pβ2q Y V pβ2q
_ such that P 1 ´ ~v P mpL2q, which obviously is P
1 ´mpP q. Therefore,
we know that β1 is symmetric.
(b) It follows directly from (a). 
Proof of Proposition 4.28. (1) By Proposition 5.47, we check that rβ constructed in (5.19)
is exactly the needed rβ in this proposition. Moreover, we know that the integer i in this
proposition is equal to
#
 
P P L2 | P ´ pP ´ rβ2pP qq_ P mpY0q(.
(2) From Lemma 4.27, we know that two special bijections contribute a same monomial
to rvsp
hpT1q
in Lemma 4.24 if and only if they are related. By Corollary 4.27 and part (1) of
this proposition, we have
(5.21) rvhpT1q “ 2iś
PPT1
x
1
1ś
i“1
b
P,τprβq,i!
x
1
1ź
i“1
ra řPPT1 bP,τp rβq,iQi ` “other terms”,
where “other terms” is a power series in Zprras which contains no term like ra
ř
PPT1
b
P,τp rβq,i
Qi
.
Since for any P P T1 and any 1 ď i ď x
1
1, we know that bP,τprβq,i in (5.21) is less than p, we
complete the proof of this proposition. 
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